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THE CONFORMAL GROUP OF A COMPACT SIMPLY CONNECTED
LORENTZIAN MANIFOLD

KARIN MELNICK AND VINCENT PECASTAING

Abstract. We prove that the conformal group of a closed, simply connected, real
analytic Lorentzian manifold is compact. D’Ambra proved in 1988 that the isome-
try group of such a manifold is compact [D’A88]. Our result implies the Lorentzian
Lichnerowicz Conjecture for real analytic Lorentzian manifolds with finite fundamental
group.
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1. Introduction

Transformation groups of manifolds equipped with geometric structures depend on
the topology of the manifold and the nature of the geometric structure. An ambitious
program initiated by Zimmer and Gromov in the 1980s aims to roughly classify compact
manifolds with rigid geometric structures admitting a noncompact transformation group
[Gro88, DG90]. Lorentzian manifolds are intriguing in this context, as they exhibit some
unique phenomena among semi-Riemannian signatures. In this paper, we prove:

Theorem 1.1. If (M, g) is a closed, simply connected, real analytic Lorentzian manifold,
then its conformal group is compact.

An immediate corollary is that for (M, g) closed, real-analytic Lorentzian, with finite
fundamental group, Conf(M, [g]) is compact, because the conformal group of the uni-
versal cover of M is an extension of Conf(M, [g]) by π1(M). There exist a multitude
of closed, analytic Lorentzian manifolds with infinite fundamental group having non-
compact conformal group. Two important examples appearing below are the Lorentzian
Einstein space Ein1,n−1 (see example 1.4 and section 3) and the Hopf manifolds of ex-
ample 1.3. See [Fra05] for more examples, of infinitely-many distinct topological types,
in all dimensions at least 3.

Example 1.2. Real analytic Lorentzian metrics on closed, simply connected manifolds
can be constructed as follows. Choose a nonvanishing analytic vector field X on an
odd-dimensional sphere S2n+1, equipped with any Riemannian metric gR. Let H be the
orthogonal distribution to X with respect to gR. Then, define an analytic Lorentzian
metric gL by declaring X and H orthogonal with respect to gL; gL(X,X) = −1; and
gL = gR on H ⊗H. We can moreover form the product of (S2n+1, gL) with any closed,
simply connected, analytic Riemannian manifold.

1.1. D’Ambra’s Theorem on Lorentzian isometries. An important result in the
Zimmer-Gromov program, as well as an important motivation for our work, is the fol-
lowing theorem of D’Ambra from 1988:

Theorem A (D’Ambra 1988 [D’A88]). If (M, g) is a closed, simply connected, real-
analytic Lorentzian manifold, then its isometry group is compact.

The isometry group of a compact Riemannian manifold is always compact, by the
classical theorems of Myers and Steenrod, but compact pseudo-Riemannian manifolds
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can have noncompact isometry groups. For example, the bi-invariant Cartan-Killing
metric on SL(2,R) is Lorentzian, and descends to the quotient by any cocompact lattice,
on which PSL(2,R) survives as isometry group. Noncompact, connected isometry groups
of closed Lorentzian manifolds have been classified by Adams and Stuck [AS97a, AS97b]
and Zeghib [Zeg98a, Zeg98b].

D’Ambra’s theorem is not true for higher signature: also in [D’A88] she constructed
an analytic metric of signature (2, 7) on S3 × S3 × S3 with noncompact isometry group.
As Conf(M, g) always contains Isom(M, g), her example shows that our theorem does
not hold in higher signature, either. Another such example appears in the next section.

D’Ambra’s proof is a tour de force of Gromov’s theory of rigid geometric structures,
which has maximum strength for compact, simply connected manifolds with real analytic,
unimodular, rigid geometric structure (of algebraic type) [Gro88]. The finite volume
left invariant by Isom(M, g) plays a fundamental role in D’Ambra’s proof. A group of
conformal transformations of a closed manifold preserves a finite volume if and only if
it is isometric for a metric in the conformal class, in which case it is called inessential.
D’Ambra’s theorem thus says we may assume Conf(M, g) is essential, but it provides
only limited assistance beyond that.

We do not know whether our theorem or D’Ambra’s theorem holds for smooth metrics.

Example 1.3. The Lorentzian Hopf manifold is the quotient of Minkowski space minus
the origin by the similarities {2k · Id}k∈Z; it is diffeomorphic to S1×Sn−1. The similarity
group of Min1,n−1 \{0} is R∗×SO(1, n−1) (modulo −Id if n is even), which descends to
S1 ×O(1, n− 1) on the quotient. All point stabilizers in the Hopf torus are linearizable
with unimodular isotropy, but no noncompact subgroup of S1 ×O(1, n− 1) preserves a
global volume.

1.2. Conformal transformations of compact Lorentzian manifolds. Another mo-
tivation for our work is the:

Conjecture (Lorentzian Lichnerowicz Conjecture). If (M, g) is a closed Lorentzian man-
ifold of dimension at least 3 admitting an essential conformal group, then (M, g) is con-
formally flat.

In Riemannian signature, a stronger result, the Ferrand-Obata Theorem [LF71, Oba71]
holds. In higher signature (p, q), with min{p, q} ≥ 2, the above statement is false, by
examples of Frances [Fra15]. The following conformally homogeneous spaces are the basic
examples of compact semi-Riemannian manifolds with essential conformal group (The
Ferrand-Obata Theorem says it is the only example in Riemannian signature.)

Example 1.4. For p, q between 0 and n, and p+ q = n, the conformal semi-Riemannian
spaces (Sp×Sq,−gSp⊕gSq) admit O(p+1, q+1) as conformal group and are conformally
flat. The quotients by (−Id × −Id) are projective varieties called Einp,q, the semi-
Riemannian Einstein spaces. Only the Lorentzian Einstein space has infinite fundamental
group, and our Theorem 1.1 does not hold in any other signature.

A consequence of the special topology of Ein1,n−1 is the following:
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Proposition B. A compact, simply connected Lorentzian manifold cannot be conformally
flat.

A simply connected, conformally flat Lorentzian manifold M , has, by a classical mon-
odromy argument, a developing map f : M → Ein1,n−1, which is in particular a local
diffeomorphism. If M is moreover closed, then f is a diffeomorphism—a contradiction.

The 2-sphere admits no Lorentzian metric. Our main result partially confirms the
Lorentzian Lichnerowicz Conjecture, thanks to D’Ambra’s Theorem A and this proposi-
tion B. Previous global results supporting the Lorentzian Lichnerowicz Conjecture, and
related global rigidity results on conformal transformations in other signatures, are for al-
gebraically large groups, such as semisimple groups [BN02, FZ05, Pec18, Pec] or nilpotent
groups of a maximal nilpotence degree [FM10].

A previous local rigidity result will play an important role below.

Theorem (Frances & Melnick 2013 [FM13]). Let (M, g) be a real-analytic Lorentzian
manifold of dimension at least 3. Let X be an analytic conformal vector field on M ,
vanishing at a point p. Then at least one of the following holds:

• X is analytically linearizable in a neighborhood of p
• (M, g) is conformally flat.

This result is used repeatedly in combination with proposition B in our proof.

The Riemannian Lichnerowicz Conjecture even holds for M noncompact [LF96]. The
following examples illustrate why the Lorentzian conjecture does not apply to noncom-
pact manifolds.

Example 1.5. In [Ale85], Alekseevsky exhibits a family of non-conformally flat Lorentzian
metrics on Rn for which the diagonal flow diag(e2t, et, . . . , et, 1) acts conformally and
essentially. It fixes the isotropic line Ren pointwise and leaves invariant the family
{Ft = e⊥1 + ten} of degenerate hyperplanes, which are totally geodesic for the initial
metrics.

In the course of our proof, we will show that these examples do not conformally embed
in a closed, simply connected Lorentzian manifold.

1.3. Dynamical foliations in semi-Riemannian geometry. In Alekseevsky’s exam-
ples 1.5, the family of totally geodesic hypersurfaces {Ft} are the strong-unstable leaves of
the flow. Neither isometric nor conformal transformations of closed Lorentzian manifolds
need be hyperbolic in any sense. Nonetheless Zeghib in [Zeg99a, Zeg99b], following a sug-
gestion of D’Ambra and Gromov [DG90, Sec 7.4], proved that any unbounded sequence
of isometries of a compact Lorentzian manifold gives rise to an approximately stable fo-
liation by totally geodesic, degenerate hypersurfaces. When the metric is real analytic,
then his foliation is real analytic. Zeghib thus gave an alternate proof of D’Ambra’s
Theorem A, thanks to the following theorem:

Theorem C (Haefliger [Hae58]). A closed, simply connected, real analytic manifold M
does not admit a real analytic, codimension-one foliation.
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(See also [God91, Cor IV.1.9].) Zeghib’s construction relies essentially on the Levi-
Civita connection of the metric; in particular, the fact that a totally geodesic lamination
is Lipschitz is needed to extend the foliation over the whole manifold. In the conformal
setting, no such global foliations exist in general. For sequences of conformal trans-
formations of semi-Riemannian manifolds which are stable near a point, Frances has
constructed dynamical foliations on a neighborhood of the point in [Fra12a], which have
proved quite useful.

1.4. About our proof. D’Ambra’s proof of Theorem A and the results of Proposition
B and Haefliger’s Theorem C are three anchors of our proof. Between them lay several
difficulties. D’Ambra’s original proof breaks down in the absence of an invariant volume.
Existing approaches to global rigidity results for conformal Lorentzian transformation
groups require some nontrivial algebraic structure from the groups, which is absent in
our problem. Global dynamical foliations typically require hyperbolicity or an invariant
affine connection.

Our proof proceeds as follows. In section 2 we recall Gromov’s stratification results
and reduce to a maximal connected, abelian subgroup H ≤ Conf(M, g). Thanks to the
normal forms theorem of [FM13] stated above, we can apply D’Ambra’s arguments to H
whenever it preserves a volume on a nonempty open subset of M . Then we can assume
a certain ubiquity of sequences with conformal dilation tending to zero.

A crucial tool for classifying the possible local dynamics of conformal transformations
on our Lorentzian manifold and for thoroughly analyzing the geometric implications of
those dynamics is the Cartan connection canonically associated to a conformal Lorentzian
structure. In section 3, we recall the definition of this Cartan geometry and of the
holonomy sequences associated to sequences of conformal transformations. We present
an analysis of the Weyl curvature module and prove an algebraic result which later allows
us to define distributions of degenerate hyperplanes via the Weyl curvature, provided it
takes certain special values. Then we illustrate the application of holonomy and stability
by proving theorem 1.1 given the existence of a contracting holonomy sequence.

In section 4, we prove the theorem given the existence of a balanced, linear holonomy
sequence (see definition 3.10; these are like the flow in example 1.5). Such sequences force
the Weyl curvature to have values in a very special subbundle, which in turn implies local
integrability of certain distributions on the Cartan bundle, the leaves of which are stable
submanifolds for the initial sequence of conformal transformations. These leaves have a
geometric interpretation which allows us to construct a foliation by degenerate hypersur-
faces on an open, dense set. Nonextendability of this foliation corresponds to vanishing
of an isotropic conformal vector field, which implies conformal flatness by a theorem of
Frances [Fra07]. Otherwise, the foliation extends, which contradicts Haefliger’s Theorem
C. The construction of the foliation in this section is a miniature of our construction of
a codimension-one foliation on an open, dense set in the final section of the proof.

In section 5 we show that there are no H-fixed points. Of course, the local result of
[FM13] is key, as is Gromov’s Stratification. We show that the full isotropy is linearizable.
As suggested by example 1.3, it is not possible to conclude only from studying the action
in the neighborhood of one fixed point. However, we can choose a particular orbit nearby
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and follow it to another fixed point in the orbit closure. The interplay of the H-action
around these two fixed points leads to a contradiction.

We begin section 6 by carefully analyzing the remaining possibilities for holonomy
sequences at points with nonclosed orbits. They are not stable, nor are they necessarily
linear. There is nonetheless a strong interplay of the dynamics, the curvature, the algebra
governing the Cartan connection, and the conformal geometry, by which we construct a
foliation by degenerate hypersurfaces on an open, dense set. We show that the resulting
foliation extends over closed, isotropic orbits with linear, unipotent isotropy. By the
conclusion of section 2, a dense set of points has such an orbit in its orbit closure. We
show there are infinitely-many distinct such orbits, which contradicts the local geometry
of a linear, unipotent Lorentzian flow. This last section is the most difficult part of the
proof, in which we must work with multiple particularly challenging features of conformal
Lorentzian dynamics: instability, nonlinearity, and unipotent dynamics.

2. Consequences of D’Ambra’s proof and the case of an invariant volume

Throughout this section, let (M, g) be a compact, simply-connected, real-analytic
Lorentzian manifold of dimension at least 3. Here we recall relevant results for such mani-
folds from Gromov’s theory of rigid geometric structures. These results drive D’Ambra’s
proof of Theorem A above. Existence of an invariant volume for Lorentzian isometry
groups also plays a crucial role in her paper. Here we adapt her arguments to the confor-
mal setting to the extent possible, which leaves us with condition (1), a statement about
nonexistence of certain volumes, for the sequel.

2.1. Gromov’s stratification and reduction to a connected, abelian group. The
conformal class [g] is a rigid geometric structure in the sense of [Gro88], which yields
very strong conclusions on Conf(M, g) and the structure of its orbits. These conclusions
also hold for a maximal connected, abelian subgroup of Conf(M, g); D’Ambra observed
that showing compactness of any such subgroup suffices to prove compactness of the full
automorphism group. Let {X1, . . . , Xr} be a basis of a maximal abelian subalgebra of
Killconf (M, g), the conformal vector fields of (M, g). Let

H ′ = {h ∈ Conf(M, g) : h∗Xi = Xi ∀i}

Now H ′ is the automorphism group of the augmented rigid geometric structure [g] ∪
{X1, . . . , Xr} (see [Gro88, Sec 3.6]).

Theorem 2.1 (Gromov [Gro88] 3.5.B, 3.5.C). The groups Conf(M, g) and H ′ each have
finitely many connected components. For any x ∈ M , the stabilizers of x in Conf(M, g)
and H ′ each have finitely many connected components.

(Gromov in fact proved that the stabilizers above are algebraic, in a sense explained
in section 5.1 below.) To show compactness of Conf(M, g), it thus suffices to prove
compactness of the connected component of the identity Conf0(M, g). In order to prove
the latter property, it suffices to show compactness of the identity component (H ′)0 = H
(see [D’A88, Sec 7]). Note that H is abelian.
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Here are several consequences of Gromov’s Stratification Theorem which will be used
in the sequel.

Theorem 2.2 (Gromov [Gro88] 3.5.A, 3.2, 3.5.C). Let G = Conf0(M, g) or H.

(1) There is an open, dense subset Ω ⊆ M and a smooth map of locally constant
corank from Ω to a smooth manifold for which the connected components of the
fibers are G-orbits. The complement of Ω is an analytic subset of M .

(2) For all x ∈M , the orbit G.x is locally closed and there is a closed G-orbit in the
closure G.x.

(3) For all x ∈M , the closure G.x is semianalytic and locally connected.

Recall that a subset S of a topological space is locally closed if S is open in the closure S.
For a connected Lie group, orbits are locally closed if and only if they are (not necessarily
closed) submanifolds. A semianalytic subset of an analytic manifold is one locally cut
out by finitely many analytic equalities and inequalities; see [BM88] for properties of
these sets. The closure of a semianalytic set is again semianalytic. Semianalytic sets are
locally closed; by corollary 2.7 in [BM88], they are locally connected.

2.2. Free action on an open, dense subset. D’Ambra’s local result [D’A88, Cor 3.3]
can be proved in our conformal setting, thanks to the normal forms for conformal vector
fields of [FM13].

Let H be the connected, abelian subgroup of Conf(M, g) defined in the previous
section. Let L be a maximal compact subgroup of H, so H ∼= L×Rk for some k ∈ N.

Proposition 2.3. There exists an open, dense subset Ωf , with analytic complement in
M , on which H acts locally freely, with finite stabilizers, all contained in the maximal
compact subgroup L.

Proof. Let Ωf be the open, dense subset given by theorem 2.2 (1), so that the H-orbits
foliate a neighborhood of any x ∈ Ωf .

Let Stab0
H(x) be the identity component of the stabilizer of x ∈ Ωf . As in D’Ambra’s

proof, we observe that for any h ∈ Stab0
H(x), the differential Dxh acts identically on

Tx(H.x) since H is abelian, and also acts identically on TxM/Tx(H.x), since the H-
orbits foliate a neighborhood of x. The following lemma is also valid in the conformal
setting, and implies Dxh = id for any h ∈ Stab0

H(x):

Lemma 2.4 ([D’A88] 3.2). Let f be a linear conformal transformation of R1,n−1 and
V ⊆ R1,n−1 a vector subspace such that f acts identically on both V and R1,n−1/V .
Then, f = id.

Triviality of Dxh for all h ∈ Stab0
H(x) implies M is conformally flat by [FM13],

contradicting Proposition B, or Stab0
H(x) = 1. Theorem 2.1 implies StabH(x) is finite.

Any torsion in H is contained in L, and the proof is complete. �

2.3. Proof à la D’Ambra given a finite, invariant volume on an open subset.
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Proposition 2.5. If there is a finite, H-invariant volume on an H-invariant open subset
S ⊆M , then H is compact.

Proof. Let Ω = S∩Ωf , where Ωf is as in proposition 2.3. Then the conclusion of [Gro88,
Prop 3.7.B] holds for the H-action on Ω: for all points x in this set, H.x = L.x. On the
other hand, the stabilizer of x is finite. Then H = L. �

2.4. Sufficient condition for existence of such a volume. Fix a finite, smooth,
L-invariant volume ν on M . Given h ∈ H, we define ∆h(x) = (detDxh)1/n, where
the determinant is with respect to ν. The cocycle relation ∆gh(x) = ∆g(h.x) ·∆h(x) is
satisfied by ∆. Note that ∆g ≡ 1 for all g ∈ L.

Let Ωf be as in proposition 2.3. Let p : Ωf → X be the smooth map given by Theorem
2.2. For any x0 ∈ Ωf , there is a compact local transversal Σ to p containing x0, mapping
diffeomorphically to its image under p. Let Σ be the interior of Σ. There is a well-defined
projection ρ : H.Σ→ Σ.

A coboundary equal to ∆ on H.Σ ⊂ Ωf is given by

b(y) = ∆h(ρ(y)), where y = h.ρ(y)

Write x = ρ(y). Because StabH(x) < L by proposition 2.3 and ∆hl(x) = ∆lh(x) = ∆h(x)
for any l ∈ L, the function b is well-defined. Now b−n · ν is an H-invariant volume on the
open set H.Σ; it is finite if b−n ∈ L1(H.Σ, ν).

Of course, b−n ∈ L1(H.Σ, ν) if it is bounded, because ν(M) < ∞. If there is C ∈ R
bounding ∆h(x)−n from above for all x ∈ Σ and h ∈ H then b−n ∈ L1(H.Σ, ν), and
there is a finite, H-invariant volume on H.Σ ⊆M . Thus if there is no finite, H-invariant
volume on any open subset of M , then there is a dense set of points Smix ⊂ Ωf , such
that for all x ∈ Smix,

(1) ∃ xk → x, hk ∈ H such that ∆hk(xk)→ 0

By proposition 2.5, we may henceforth assume that this is the case.

3. Holonomy sequences and proof in the contracting case

In this section we realize our conformal Lorentzian structure as a Cartan geometry
infinitesimally modeled on Ein1,n−1. We recall the notion of holonomy sequences and
how it captures the local dynamics of a sequence of conformal transformations. Section
3.1 also includes a study of the curvature module for conformal Lorentzian structures
and establishes some algebraic results that will be used in the sequel. In section 3.4 we
illustrate the application of these tools by proving conformal flatness in the presence of
a uniformly contracting sequence of conformal transformations.

3.1. The Cartan geometry associated to a conformal Lorentzian structure.
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3.1.1. The equivalence principle for conformal structures. Let R2,n be Rn+2 with stan-
dard basis {e0, . . . , en+1}, equipped with the quadratic form

Q2,n := 2x0xn+1 + 2x1xn + x2
2 + · · ·+ x2

n−1.

The Lorentzian Einstein Universe, noted Ein1,n−1, is the projectivization of the nullcone

N p+1,q+1 \ {0} = {x ∈ Rn+2 \ {0} | Q2,n(x) = 0}

It is a smooth quadric hypersurface of RPn+1, that naturally inherits a conformal
class [g1,n−1] of Lorentzian signature from the ambient quadratic form of R2,n. It is
diffeomorphic to S1×ιSn−1, where ι is the inversion on both factors (in particular, it has
infinite fundamental group). By construction, there is a transitive conformal action of
G = PO(2, n) on Ein1,n−1, and in fact Conf(Ein1,n−1, [g1,n−1]) ∼= G. Thus, Ein1,n−1 is a
compact, conformally homogeneous space, identified with G/P , where P is the parabolic
subgroup stabilizing an isotropic line in R2,n (modulo ± Id). It is the model space of
conformal Lorentzian geometry in the following sense.

Theorem 3.1 (É. Cartan, see [Sha96] Ch V, [ČS09] Sec 1.6). Let Mn be a connected
manifold of dimension n ≥ 3. A conformal Lorentzian structure on M canonically de-
termines

• a principal P -bundle π : M̂ →M ; and
• a regular, normal Cartan connection ω ∈ Ω1(M̂, g) satisfying, for all x̂ ∈ M̂ ,

(1) ωx̂ : Tx̂M̂
∼→ g

(2) ωx̂.g ◦Rg∗ = Ad g−1 ◦ ωx̂ ∀g ∈ P
(3) ω

(
d
dt(x̂.e

tY )
)
≡ Y ∀ Y ∈ p

See the references above for details on the regularity and normality conditions on ω;
they do not play a prominent role in our work below.

The bundle M̂ admits an interpretation as a subbundle of the 2-frame bundle of
M , comprising 2-jets of infinitesimal conformal equivalences to Minkowski space. The
projection of M̂ to the 1-frame bundle of M is the bundle of frames compatible with a
fixed normalization with respect to the conformal metric (see [Kob95, p 139]).

Conformal transformations of M lift naturally and uniquely to bundle automorphisms
of M̂ leaving ω invariant; conformal vector fields similarly lift to P -invariant vector fields
on M̂ with Lie derivative annihilating ω. The uniqueness of lifts comes from Ein1,n−1

being an effective PO(2, n)-homogeneous space (see [Sha96, Def IV.3.2], [Mel11, Prop
3.6]). We will use the same notation for conformal transformations or vector fields and
their respective lifts to M̂ . The lifted action of Conf(M, g) preserves the parallelization
of M̂ determined by ω, so it is free; similarly, lifts of conformal vector fields to M̂ are
nonvanishing.

The following formula follows from the axioms for ω (see, for example, [Sha96, Lem
5.4.12]): let γ̂(s) be a curve in M̂ and p(s) a curve in P . Then

(2) ω

(
d

ds
γ̂.p(s)

)
= Ad p(s)−1

(
ω(γ̂′(s))

)
+ ωP

(
p′(s)

)
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3.1.2. Explicit root-space decomposition of so(2, n). Let G and P be as above. The details
of the structure of g are used extensively in our proof below.

Let I2,n be the inner product determined by Q2,n from the previous section, and
I1,n−1, or simply I, its restriction to the Minkowski subspace e⊥0 ∩ e⊥n+1. The Lie algebra
g = so(2, n) can be parametrized

g =


a ξ 0
v X −Itξ
0 −tvI −a

 , a ∈ R, v ∈ Rn, ξ ∈ Rn∗, X ∈ so(Rn, I) ∼= so(1, n− 1)


This decomposition yields the grading g = g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1, where the summands are

parametrized by v, (a,X), and ξ, respectively, (see [ČS09, p 118]) and p = g0 n g1. The
ideal g1C p is often denoted p+. The corresponding subgroups of P are denoted P+ and
G0. We have P ∼= G0 n P+, and G0

∼= CO(1, n− 1).

We can similarly decompose the so(1, n− 1) factor:

so(1, n−1) =


 b U+ 0
U− R −tU+

0 −tU− −b

 , b ∈ R, U− ∈ Rn−2, U+ ∈ (Rn−2)∗, R ∈ so(n− 2)

 .

An R-split Cartan subalgebra in g, with respect to the Cartan involution θ(M) = −tM
is

(3) a =




a

b
0
−b

−a

 , a, b ∈ R

 , where 0 = (0, . . . , 0) n− 2 times

The real simple roots γ and β are given by γ(a, b) = a− b and β(a, b) = b, where (a, b)
refers to the corresponding matrix of a. The root −α = −(γ + β) gives the infinitesimal
conformal dilation of an element of a in the representation by similarities on g−1

∼=
R1,n−1. The following diagram represents the full restricted root-space decomposition
with respect to a of so(2, n):

(4)


a gα−β gα gα+β 0

gβ−α a gβ 0 gα+β

g−α g−β m gβ gα
g−α−β 0 g−β a gα−β

0 g−α−β g−α gβ−α a


m ∼= so(n− 2)
dim gβ = n− 2 = dim gα
dim gα−β = 1 = dim gα+β

The factor m is the centralizer of a in a maximal compact subalgebra of so(2, n) and is
parametrized by R in the decomposition of so(1, n−1). We have p+ = gα−β⊕gα⊕gα+β ,
which is equivalent as a CO(1, n − 1)-representation to R1,n−1∗. For later use, we fix a
basis E1, . . . , En of g−1 which is aligned with the root-space decomposition above and
normalized with respect to I1,n−1 under the G0-equivariant isomorphism with R1,n−1.

The following lemma establishes nondegeneracy of brackets between opposite root
spaces (it holds in any real semisimple Lie algebra, provided 2λ is not a restricted root).
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Lemma 3.2. Let θ be a Cartan involution of g compatible with the Cartan subalgebra
a above, and denote Σ ⊂ a∗ the restricted roots. For all λ ∈ Σ and for all nonzero
X,Y ∈ gλ, the bracket [X, θY ] 6= 0.

Proof. We use the following formula stated and proved in the proof of Lemma 2.4 of
[Pec19]:

[[X, θY ], X] = 2|λ|2Bθ(X,Y )X − |λ|2Bθ(X,X)Y ∀ X,Y ∈ gλ

where Bθ(X,Y ) = −B(X, θY ) for B the Killing form. Assume [X, θY ] = 0. If X,Y were
linearly independent, then the above formula would imply Bθ(X,X) = 0, contradicting
the fact that Bθ is positive definite. So they are collinear, and if they were both nonzero,
the formula would then give Bθ(X,X)X = 0, a contradiction. �

3.1.3. Cartan curvature and harmonic curvature. The Cartan curvature is the obstruc-
tion to the local equivalence of (M̂

π→ M,ω) with the model (G → Ein1,n−1, ωG); local
equivalence is simply conformal flatness—local conformal equivalence of (M, g) with the
flat Minkowski space Min1,n−1. The curvature is defined on M̂ by

Ω = dω +
1

2
[ω, ω]

It is a semi-basic 2-form, which we will often view as a P -equivariant function

κ : M̂ → ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ g

where P acts on the target vector space by the natural representation built from the
adjoint AdgP . The curvature is invariant by all automorphisms, as well as local auto-
morphisms, of the geometry.

For conformal structures, the regularity condition on ω implies that κ in fact has values
in the P -submodule ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ p. The Weyl curvature can be viewed in this context
as a component of κ, called the harmonic curvature, having values in an irreducible
P -submodule of ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ p (see [ČS09, Secs 3.1.12, 4.1.2]); dimension n = 4 is an
exception, in which the harmonic curvature module has two irreducible components,
corresponding to self-dual and anti-self-dual forms. Any irreducible P -submodule factors
through P → P/P+ ∼= G0, which means that the Weyl curvature descends to a tensor
on M , a section of ∧2T ∗M ⊗ End(TM). The Weyl submodule of ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ p projects
isomorphically to its image under the quotient

∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ p→ ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ g0
∼= ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ co(1, n− 1).

and in fact has values in ∧2(g/p)∗⊗g′0, where g′0 = [g0, g0] ∼= so(1, n−1)—in other words,
all values κ(u, v) project to dilation-free elements of g0

∼= co(1, n−1) (see [Sha96, VII.3.1]
or [ČS09, Sec 1.6.8]). We will denote κ the P -equivariant function M̂ → ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ g′0
resulting from composition of κ with the quotient. The value κx̂ is the Weyl curvature
tensor at x = π(x̂) in the 1-frame determined by x̂.
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3.1.4. Weyl curvature tensor and corresponding G0-modules. The Weyl curvature tensor
W is a classical object in conformal geometry. With respect to any metric g in the
conformal class [g], it is a component of the Riemannian curvature tensor Rg, obtained by
subtracting all traces (see, eg, [ČS09, Sec 1.6.8]). In particular, W shares all symmetries
of Rg, such as

g(W (X,Y )U, V ) = −g(W (X,Y )V,U) and g(W (X,Y )U, V ) = g(W (U, V )X,Y )

for all vector fields X,Y, U, and V . The Weyl tensor is moreover conformally invariant:
if f ∈ Conf(M, g), then

f∗
(
W (f−1

∗ X, f−1
∗ Y )f−1

∗ Z
)

= W (X,Y )Z ∀X,Y, Z ∈ X (M)

When dimM ≥ 4, vanishing of W on an open subset U ⊆M is equivalent to conformal
flatness of (U, g|U ).

The function κ factors through a G0-equivariant map on the bundle of conformal
frames M̂/P+. A point of this bundle over x ∈ M determines in particular an in-
ner product gx in the conformal class at x. The skew-symmetry with respect to gx of
Wx(u, v) ∀u, v ∈ TxM corresponds to κx̂(u′, v′) belonging to g′0

∼= so(1, n − 1) for all
u′, v′ ∈ g/p. The classical decomposition of (Rg)x into Wx and a complement involving
the Ricci tensor corresponds to κx̂ lying in the kernel of the homomorphism ([Sha96, Def
7.1.21, Exer 7.1.22]).

ρRic : ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ g′0 → (g/p)∗ ⊗ (g/p)∗

ρRic : λ ∧ µ⊗ U 7→ λ ◦ U ⊗ µ− µ ◦ U ⊗ λ
Elements satisfying the Bianchi identity, as κx̂ does, have image under ρRic in the sym-
metric submodule of (g/p)∗ ⊗ (g/p)∗.

Next, consider the map r : ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ g′0 → g′0 ⊗ g′0 which raises an index as follows:

r : λ ∧ µ⊗ U 7→ (λ⊗ µ])⊗ U − (µ⊗ λ])⊗ U
Here µ] denotes the dual in g/p ∼= R1,n−1 with respect to the inner product I1,n−1 (see
section 2.3.2). The symmetry of pairs in Wx with respect to gx corresponds to r ◦ κx̂
lying in Sym2(g′0).

Denote G′0 < G0 the subgroup, isomorphic to O(1, n−1), of elements with determinant
±1 with respect to a volume on g/p, corresponding under our isomorphism with R1,n−1

with the standard volume. Note that r is G′0-equivariant, but not G0-equivariant. Thus
κ] = r ◦ κ is G′0 n P+-equivariant, but obeys for h a dilation by es

(5) κ]
x̂h−1 = e−2sκ]x̂

although h naturally acts trivially on V = Sym2(g′0). In order to make κ] a P -equivariant
map, we extend the representation of G′0 on V to G0 by assigning to the dilation by d 6= 0
of g−1 a scalar contraction, multiplication by d−2, on V.

Lowering an index conjugates ρRic (restricted to the submodule satisfying the Bianchi
identity) to ρ]Ric, from Sym2(g′0) to the I1,n−1-symmetric endomorphisms of g/p:

ρ]Ric : U · V 7→ 1

2
(U ◦ V + V ◦ U)
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The G′0-module V decomposes according to weights with respect to a∩g′0, dual to Rβ,
into

V = V−2 ⊕ V−1 ⊕ V0 ⊕ V+1 ⊕ V+2

Denote by u+ the nilpotent subalgebra parametrized by U+ in the decomposition of
so(1, n − 1) in section 3.1.2, equal to gβ ; by s the subalgebra parametrized by R and b;
and by u− the opposite nilpotent subalgebra parameterized by U−, equal to g−β . Let
{U+

i : i = 1, . . . , n − 2} be a basis of u+ and similarly for u−; {Rij : i < j} a basis
of m; and B the element corresponding to b = 1. In terms of these bases, the positive
weight modules are

V+2 =

∑
i,j

αijU
+
i · U

+
j : αij = αji


V+1 =

∑
i

βiU
+
i ·B +

∑
i,j,k

γijkU
+
i ·Rjk : γijk = −γikj


where i, j, k range from 1 to n− 2.

The conditions to be in the kernel of ρ]Ric for the positive weight modules are

V+2 :
∑

αii = 0

V+1 : βi = 2
∑
j 6=i

γjji, i = 1, . . . , n− 2

When dimM = 3, then W ≡ 0 and the Cotton-York tensor is the obstruction to local
flatness. It is the component of κ in ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ p+ ∼= ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ (g/p)∗ (see [ČS09, Cor
1.6.8]). We analyze this module in arbitrary dimension in order to use the results later.
We can again lower an index in order to identify it as a G0-module with U = g′0⊗ (g/p)∗.
AssumingW ≡ 0, the Cotton tensor thus corresponds to a P -equivariant map γ : M̂ → U,
provided we set, for h a dilation by d,

γ]
bh−1 =

1

d3
γ]b

Let ξi = teiI, for i = 1, . . . , n. The β-weights in (g/p)∗ are again −1, 0, 1. We have

U+2 =

{∑
i

αiU
+
i · ξ1

}

U+1 =

∑
ij

βijU
+
i · ξj+1 +

∑
i,j

γijRij · ξ1 + δB ⊗ ξ1 : γij = −γji


where i, j run from 1 to n− 2; if n = 3, then there are no terms with Rij .

For n = 3, the Cotton-York tensor is the harmonic curvature, and corresponds to an
irreducible G0-representation. There is an SO(1, 2)-equivariant isomorphism so(1, 2) to
g/p ∼= R1,2 given by U+ 7→ e1, B 7→ e2, and U− 7→ e3. Applying this isomorphism in
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the first factor gives a G0-equivariant map γ] : M̂ → End(R1,2). The image is in the
five-dimensional irreducible representation, which we will denote U∼, corresponding to
I-symmetric, trace-free endomorphisms (see [ČS09, p 373]). The weight spaces are each
one-dimensional, with

U∼+2 = Re1 · ξ1

U∼+1 = R(e1 · ξ2 + e2 · ξ1)

We will denote U∼+ = U∼+1 ⊕ U∼+2 below.

3.1.5. Determination of isotropic line by positive weight spaces. Now let V be the Weyl
curvature module in Sym2(g′0), decomposed according to β-weights, as in section 3.1.4
above. Let $ ∈ V+2 ⊕ V+1, and write

$ =
∑
i,j

αijU
+
i · U

+
j +

∑
i

βiU
+
i ·B +

∑
i,j,k

γijkU
+
i ·Rjk

with αij = αji and γijk = −γikj . We define

(6) V+
Ric = (V+2 ⊕ V+1) ∩ ker ρ]Ric and V+

B = {$ ∈ V+
Ric : βi = 0 ∀ i = 1, . . . , n− 2}

Proposition 3.3. The subsets G0.V+
Ric and G0.V+

B are Zariski closed in V for n ≥ 4;
when n = 3, then G0.U∼+ and G0.U∼+2 are Zariski closed in U∼.

Proof. Let N = dimV, NRic = dimV+
Ric and NB = dimV+

B. We first show that
G0.[V+

Ric] ⊆ Gr(NRic, N) and G0.[V+
B] ⊆ Gr(NB, N) are Zariski closed.

On the Grassmannian varieties, the action of G0 factors through G0 → PO(1, n− 1);
we will denote this simple group by J for the remainder of the proof. Let Q < J be
the stabilizer of the line [e1], from the basis introduced at the beginning of the section
(modulo {± Id}). It is the maximal parabolic subgroup, determined by β, which has
been defined as a restricted root of g = so(2, n), but is in fact also the unique nontrivial
restricted root of j ∼= so(1, n− 1). Note that

V+ = V+1 ⊕ V+2 = u+ � s⊕ Sym2 u+

(with notation as in section 3.1.4) and that u+ = gβ = jβ , while s = RB ⊕ m is the
0-weight space in so(1, n− 1) with respect to β. The Lie algebra of q is precisely sn u+.
It is clear that Q leaves V+ invariant. As ρ]Ric is J-equivariant, it follows that Q leaves
the kernel V+

Ric invariant. Moreover, Q leaves

V+
B = u+ �m⊕ Sym2 u+

invariant, because Q.u+ = u+ and Q.m = m + u+.

Now, the stabilizers of [V+
Ric] and [V+

B] are algebraic, proper subgroups of J . But
a proper, algebraic subgroup containing the maximal parabolic Q necessarily equals
Q (see [Kna96, pp 411–415]; note that Q is the maximal closed subgroup of J with
Lie algebra q, because the normalizer of Q0 stabilizes the line [e1]). We conclude that
Stab[V+

Ric] = Stab[V+
B] = Q. Then the orbit maps J → Gr(NRic, N),Gr(NB, N) factor

through embeddings of the closed projective variety J/Q into the respective Grassman-
nian varieties.
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Lemma 3.4. The stabilizers in JC ∼= PO(n,C) of [V+
Ric] ∈ GrC(NRic, N) and [V+

B] ∈
GrC(NB, N) equal the maximal parabolic subgroup determined by the root β, which is
QC.

Proof. The representation of JC on CN is VC
∼= Sym2 jC ∼= Sym2 so(n,C). Now (u+)C is

the +1-weight space for the complex root β (strictly containing the root space for β unless
n = 3), and sC is the 0-weight space with respect to β. NowQC acts by automorphisms of
qC = sCn(u+)C, so it preserves V+

C. The linear map (ρ]Ric)C is evidently JC-equivariant,
so QC preserves its kernel and therefore (V+

Ric)C. The subalgebra mC n (u+)C is in fact
an ideal in qC, corresponding to the (m + n) portion of the Langlands decomposition;
therefore, it is normalized by QC. It follows that QC preserves (V+

B)C. As QC is the
stabilizer in JC of [e1], it follows as in the real case that the full stabilizers of these
subspaces are both equal to QC. �

The lemma above implies that the orbits JC.[V+
Ric] and JC.[V+

B] are the embedded
images of closed projective varieties, isomorphic to JC/QC. Now the properness of closed
projective varieties [Sha74, Thm I.5.3] implies that both images in the Grassmannian
variety are Zariski closed.

In general J need not act transitively on the real points of the homogeneous variety
JC/QC; we note that, in our case, the real points comprise the quadric in RPn−1,
diffeomorphic to Sn−2, given in homogeneous coordinates by 2x1xn+x2

2 + · · ·+x2
n−1 = 0,

which is precisely J/Q. Thus the real points of the orbits JC.[V+
Ric] and JC.[V+

B] are
precisely the orbits J.[V+

Ric] and J.[V
+
B], which are therefore also Zariski closed.

Next, we restrict the canonical bundles of the Grassmannian varieties to these closed
orbits to obtain Zariski closed subbundles in Gr×V. The subsets G0.V+

Ric and G0.V+
B

are the projections of these Zariski closed subbundles to V. These projections are Zariski
closed by properness of Grassmannian varieties.

Via the SO(1, 2)-equivariant isomorphisms R1,2∗ ∼= R1,2 ∼= so(1, 2), the representation
U∼ is also isomorphic to Sym2 so(1, 2). The subspaces corresponding to U∼+ and U∼+2

have analogous parametrizations to V+
Ric and V+

B, respectively, in terms of the basis
{U+, B} of the Lie algebra of the maximal parabolic q < so(1, 2). Then the appropriate
analogue of lemma 3.4 and the properness argument also hold in this case. �

Proposition 3.5. For $ ∈ V+
Ric (or ν ∈ U∼+ if n = 3), the evaluation $(u · v) = 0

for all u, v ∈ ` = Re1 (ν(u) = 0 for all u ∈ Re1). An isotropic line with this property
is unique, unless $ ∈ V+

B and n ≥ 4 (or ν = 0 if n = 3). In this case, $yu = 0 for all
u ∈ ` = Re1, and ` is the unique isotropic line with this property unless $ = 0.

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that $(e1 · e1) = 0. Let v be a different nonzero
vector in the null cone N ; up to rescaling, it can be written

v = en +
∑
i

aiei −
||a||2

2
e1 a ∈ Rn−2

The coefficient of ei · en in $(v · v) is βi. Thus $(v · v) = 0 implies βi = 0 for all
i = 1, . . . , n− 2.
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Assuming βi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n − 2, it is clear that $ye1 = 0. The coefficient of
ei · Rjk in $yv is γikj . Thus $yv = 0 implies γijk = 0 for all i, j, k. In this case, the
coefficient of ei · U+

j in $yv is −αij . We conclude that $yv can only be 0 if $ = 0. �

Corollary 3.6. There are G0-equivariant, algebraic maps from G0.V+
Ric\G0.V+

B and from
G0.V+

B\{0} to P(N\{0}). When n = 3, there is a G0-equivariant, algebraic map from
G0.U∼+\{0} to P(N\{0}).

3.2. Holonomy sequences. Let {fk} be a sequence of conformal transformations of
M , and suppose fk.xk → y for a convergent sequence xk → x. The following definition
captures the divergence of fk in the fiber direction along {xk}.

Definition 3.7. A holonomy sequence for {fk} at x is pk ∈ P for which there exist a
convergent sequence x̂k → x̂ ∈ π−1(x) and ŷ ∈ M̂ such that

fk.x̂k.p
−1
k → ŷ

A pointwise holonomy sequence is {pk} as above for which also {x̂k} ⊂ π−1(x).

In the situation fk.xk → y with xk → x given above, any choice of convergent sequence
x̂k ∈ π−1(xk) and ŷ ∈ π−1(y) gives a holonomy sequence. When xk = x, we can obtain
a pointwise holonomy sequence.

Any X ∈ g defines a vector field X̂ on M̂ by ω(X̂) ≡ X. The exponential map of a
Cartan geometry is given by the time-one flow along these ω-constant vector fields.

Definition 3.8. The exponential map at x̂ ∈ M̂ is

expx̂(X) = ϕ1
X̃

(x̂) ∈ M̂

for X in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 in g.

The restriction of expx̂ to a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 in g is a diffeomorphism
onto a neighborhood of x̂ in M̂ . The map π ◦ expx̂ induces a diffeomorphism from a
neighborhood of 0 in g1 to a neighborhood of x = π(x̂) in M . Projections to M of
exponential curves s 7→ exp(x̂, sX) for X ∈ g1 are conformal geodesics.

Suppose that for h ∈ Conf(M, g), there is x̂ ∈ M̂ with h.x̂ = x̂.g for some g ∈ P (in
particular, h fixes x = π(x̂)). Suppose that for X ∈ g, the following equation holds in G:

(7) gesX = ec(s)Xp(s) ∀s ∈ I

Here I is an interval containing 0; c : I→I ′ is a diffeomorphism fixing 0; and p : I → P
is a smooth path with p(0) = g. Hence, g acts on the curve [esX ] in Ein1,n−1 ∼= G/P by
a reparametrization. Then it follows from [FM10, Prop 4.3] or [ČM13, Prop 2.1] that
the analogous equation holds in M̂ :

(8) h. exp(x̂, sX) = exp(x̂, c(s)X).p(s) ∀s ∈ I.

A holonomy sequence for {fk} at x is also valid along certain exponential curves from
x:
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Proposition 3.9. (Propagation of holonomy) Let {pk} be a holonomy sequence for fk
at x, with respect to x̂k ∈ π−1(xk). Suppose given Yk → Y ∈ g\p for which Ad pk(Yk)
converges. Then, provided Y is in the domain of expx̂, {pk} is also a holonomy sequence
for {fk} at x′ = π ◦ exp(x̂, Y ) with respect to x̂′k = exp(x̂k, Yk).

This is a variation on several existing propositions, such as [Fra12b, Prop 6.3] or
[ČM13, Prop 2.8]. It is quickly deduced from equivariance properties of the exponential
map, as follows:

Proof. Let ŷ = lim fk.x̂k.p
−1
k and Y∗ = lim Ad pk(Yk).

fk.x̂
′
k.p
−1
k = fk. exp(x̂k, Yk).p

−1
k

= exp(fk.x̂k.p
−1
k ,Ad pk(Yk))

→ exp(ŷ, Y∗)

�

On the other hand, at a given x with a holonomy sequence {pk}, there are many other
valid holonomy sequences. Choosing x̂′k = x̂kl

′
k and ŷ′ = ŷl−1, where lk → l and l′k → l′

in P , gives a new holonomy sequence p′k = lkpkl
′
k, which we will call vertically equivalent

to {pk}.
Recall that P is isomorphic to the semidirect product G0 nP+, where P+ ∼= R1,n−1∗.

As G0 is reductive, it has a KAK decompositon with A = exp(a) (see (3) in section
3.1.2). The maximal compact subgroup K of G0 normalizes P+. It follows that any
holonomy sequence {pk} is vertically equivalent to one of the form {dkτk} with dk ∈ A
and τk ∈ P+. We will call this AP+-form. In view of the AdK-action on A, such
a sequence is in fact equivalent to one with dk ∈ A′, the semigroup of A comprising
elements satisfying β(ln d) ≤ 0. Then we will say the sequence is in A′P+-form.

The following terminology for sequences in A′P+ is based on [Fra05, Sec 3.2].

Definition 3.10. Let {dkτk} be a sequence in A′P+-form, and let Dk = ln dk. The
sequence is said to be

• of bounded distortion if α(Dk) is bounded.
• balanced if α(Dk) + β(Dk) is bounded, but each term is unbounded.
• mixed if α(Dk), β(Dk), and (α+ β)(Dk) are unbounded, with α(Dk)→∞.

It is called linear if τk ≡ 1.

3.3. Approximately stable spaces. The following definition is inspired by [Zeg99a],
[DG90, Sec 7.4] (see also [ČM13, Def 2.10] for a non-approximate version, and [Fra12a,
Sec 4.4] for a related notion of stability and stable foliations).

Definition 3.11. Let V be a P -module, and let {pk} be a sequence in P . The approxi-
mately stable set for {pk} in V is

VAS(pk) = {v = lim vk ∈ V : pk.vk is bounded}
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Let V = g/p, so TM ∼= M̂ ×P V (see, eg, [Sha96, Thm 5.3.15]). Denote q the quotient
B × V → TM . If {pk} is a holonomy sequence for {fk} at x with respect to x̂k, and
Y ∈ VAS(pk), then q(x̂, Y ) ∈ TxM is approximately stable for {fk} in the sense of
Zeghib. For this case, we will call q(x̂,VAS(pk)) the approximately stable subset of TxM
for {pk}.

Approximate stability relates to propagation of holonomy:

Remark 3.12. Let {pk} be a holonomy sequence with respect to x̂k → x̂. Let V = g
and let Y ∈ VAS(pk)\(VAS(pk) ∩ p). Then by proposition 3.9, {pk} is also a holonomy
sequence at exp(x̂, Y ), provided Y is in the domain of expx̂.

The above remark will be applied below to holonomy sequences in A′P+-form and
Yk → Y in g\p.

The following proposition is a version for sequences of [ČM13, Prop 2.9]:

Proposition 3.13. (Approximate stability for invariant sections) Given a P -module
V, represent a continuous, {fk}-invariant section of the associated bundle B ×P V by
a continuous, P -equivariant, {fk}-invariant map σ : B → V. Given any holonomy
sequence {pk} for {fk} with respect to x̂k → x̂, the value σ(x̂) ∈ VAS(pk).

Proof.
pk.σ(x̂k) = σ(fk.x̂k.p

−1
k )→ σ(ŷ)

for a certain ŷ ∈ M̂ ; moreover, σ(x̂k)→ σ(x̂). �

3.4. Proof of main theorem given a contracting holonomy sequence. The fol-
lowing proposition illustrates the application of stability and propagation of holonomy.
Conformal flatness in the presence of predominantly contracting dynamics is relatively
well known — see, for example [Fra07, Props 4,5], [FM13, Prop 3.6].

Proposition 3.14. Let (Mn, g) be a Lorentzian manifold with n ≥ 3. Let {hk} be a
sequence in Conf(M, [g]) with holonomy sequence {pk = dkτk} in A′P+-form at x ∈M .
Let Dk = ln dk and suppose that α(Dk) + β(Dk) → ∞ and {τk} is bounded. Then an
open neighborhood U ⊂M of x is conformally flat.

Proof. On g/p, the action of pk factors through dk, which acts by scalars e−α(Dk)+wβ(Dk)

for w = −1, 0, 1. As β(Dk) ≤ 0, the exponents −α(Dk) + wβ(Dk)→ −∞ for w = −1, 0
or 1. By proposition 3.9, {pk} is a holonomy sequence at all points of U = π ◦ expx̂(U),
for U a neighborhood of 0 in g−1 intersect the domain of expx̂.

The action of pk on the Weyl curvature module VRic also factors through dk, which
acts by the scalars e2α(Dk)+wβ(Dk) for w = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2. On the Cotton module U,
it acts by the scalars e3α(Dk)+wβ(Dk) for w = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2 (see section 3.1.4). These
sequences of exponents diverge to ∞ for all values of w, and the approximately stable
set in either module is {0}. Then by proposition 3.13, the Weyl curvature vanishes on
U , and the Cotton tensor vanishes on U if n = 3. �
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If we also assume that (M, g) is real-analytic, as in theorem 1.1, then we can further
conclude that (M, g) is everywhere conformally flat. By proposition B, we may henceforth
assume there is no contracting holonomy sequence, as in the hypotheses of proposition
3.14 above, associated to any sequence {hk} ⊂ H.

4. Proof given a linear, balanced holonomy sequence

We now prove a global result which relates to Alekseevky’s examples 1.5, in which an
essential conformal flow fixes a null geodesic pointwise and has linear, balanced holonomy
at these fixed points (see definition 3.10). The proposition below implies, in combination
with Proposition B and Haefliger’s Theorem, that such an essential flow is not possible
on a closed, simply connected, real-analytic Lorentzian manifold.

Proposition 4.1. Let (M, g) be a compact, real-analytic Lorentzian manifold of dimen-
sion n ≥ 3. Let {hk} ⊂ Conf(M, g), and let {pk} be a holonomy sequence for {hk} at
x that is balanced and linear. Then M is conformally flat or the universal cover of M
admits a codimension-one analytic foliation.

The construction of the foliation, assuming M is not conformally flat, is a miniature
of the construction of a codimension-one, analytic foliation on an open dense set in
section 6.2, where we are in the more difficult situation of mixed and bounded holonomy
sequences. We will freely use elementary properties of the grading of g = so(2, n) and
and of its root space decomposition, as given in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

Proof. Let {pk} be a holonomy sequence as in the proposition with respect to x̂k → x̂.
We can assume pk = dk ∈ A′ for all k. Write Dk = ln dk as usual.

Step 1: curvature values. The action of pk on the Weyl curvature module V is by scalars
e2α(Dk)+wβ(Dk) for w = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2. Our assumptions imply these sequences diverge
unless w = −2, which corresponds to values of κ](x̂) in V+2. On the Cotton module U,
the scalars are e3α(Dk)+wβ(Dk), which diverge for every w when the holonomy sequence is
balanced and linear. Therefore the full Cartan curvature κ(x̂) lies in ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ g0, and
can be identified with the Weyl curvature; moreover, if n = 3, then the Cartan curvature
vanishes at x.

Step 2: propagation of holonomy. The action of pk on g−1
∼= R1,n−1 is by scalars

e−α(Dk)+wβ(Dk) for w = −1, 0, 1. Our assumptions imply these scalar sequences are all
bounded. By proposition 3.9, there is a neighborhood U of 0 in g−1 such that {pk}
is a holonomy sequence with respect to all ŷ ∈ Û = expx̂(U). Denote U = π(Û), a
neighborhood of x. By Step 1, all values of the Weyl curvature on π−1(U) belong to
G0.V+2, and the values of the Cartan curvature on Û belong to V+2. Also from Step 1, if
n = 3, then U is conformally flat; by analyticity, so is M . Henceforth we assume n ≥ 4.

Step 3: reduction of first-order frame bundle. By proposition 3.5, there is an algebraic
map from G0.V+

B\{0} → P(N\{0}). Choosing a different base point x in U or shrinking
U if necessary, we may assume (unless M is conformally flat), that κ] does not vanish on
π−1(U). As V+2 ⊂ V+

B, we obtain via κ] a P -equivariant real-analytic map η̂ : π−1(U)→
P(N\{0}). Recall the basis {E1, . . . , En} of g−1 introduced in section 3.1.2. Let Q0 < G0
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be the stabilizer of RE1, with Lie algebra q0. Denote π̂ the projection M̂ → M̂/P+. We
define an analytic Q0-reduction

R′ = π̂(η̂−1(RE1))

The interpretation of R′ is as the conformal normalized 1-frames at points x ∈ U in
which the strongly stable set of {hk}—the limits in TxM of sequences of tangent vectors
tending to 0 under hk—is identified with E⊥1 . Thus R′ determines a distribution of
degenerate hyperplanes on U , as well as an isotropic line field, which we will denote L.
Observe that, as {pk} is a holonomy sequence with respect to all ŷ in Û , the projection
U ′ = π̂(Û) is contained in R′. Thus π̂∗ω−1

x̂ (g−1) is tangent to R′π̂(x̂) whenever {pk} is a
holonomy sequence at x̂.

Step 4: reduction of M̂
∣∣∣
U
. Define

R = {ŷ : π̂(ŷ) = y′ ∈ R′ and π̂∗(ω−1
ŷ (g−1)) ⊂ Ty′R′}

Let S1 < P+ be the subgroup with Lie algebra s1 ⊂ p+ ∼= R1,n−1∗ equal the annihilator
of E⊥1 . The Lie algebra s1 comprises all elements ξ ∈ p+ with [ξ, g−1] ⊂ q0, as can be seen
via the root space decomposition of section 3.1.2, in which s1 equals the one-dimensional
space gα+β . The subgroup S1 equals the normalizer in P+ of g−1 +q0 ⊂ g/p+. It follows
that R is an analytic reduction of M̂

∣∣∣
U

to Q0 n S1; it equals Û .(Q0 n S1). We can
interpret R as the conformal normalized 2-frames at points x ∈ U in which L = RE1

and L is parallel (infinitesimally at x).

Step 5: unipotent reduction. Note that Q0 < G0 preserves V+2 in the Weyl curvature
representation. If the Cartan curvature equals the Weyl curvature in the sense of step 1,
and this curvature is in V+2, then S1 fixes these Cartan curvature values. It follows that
the Cartan curvature equals the Weyl curvature and lies in V+2\{0} at all points of R.

Recall that ω−1
ŷ (g−1) ⊂ TŷÛ for all ŷ ∈ Û . It follows that ω−1

ŷ (g−1) ⊂ TŷR for all
ŷ ∈ R because Ad(Q0nS1).g−1 ⊂ g−1 +q0. Recall that u+ is the unipotent subalgebra of
g0 parametrized by U+ in section 3.1.2. As u+ ⊂ q0, the subalgebra g−1 + u+ ⊂ ωŷ(TR)

for all ŷ ∈ R. Denote the corresponding analytic distribution on R by D̂.
Because κ](R) ∈ V+2, the values

κx̂(u, v) = κx̂(u, v) ∈ u+ ∀ u, v ∈ g−1, x̂ ∈ R

Recall the Cartan curvature 2-form from section 3.1.3. Now take X = ω−1(u) and
Y = ω−1(v) and apply the usual formula for dω to obtain

(9) κx̂(u, v) = Ωx̂(X,Y ) = X.ω(Y )−Y.ω(X)−ω([X,Y ]) + [ω(X), ω(Y )] = −ω([X,Y ])

and to conclude that D̂ is integrable in R.
The result is an analytic reduction S to the unipotent subgroup eu+ < G0, on which

ω has values in g−1 + u+. This reduction determines a metric in the conformal class
on U . The restriction of ω to TS is a principal connection with holonomy in eu+ . It
is the Levi-Civita connection of the metric—note that ω is already torsion-free by the
regularity conditions in the solution of the equivalence problem (see [Sha96] Ch V). We
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note that the same reduction and metric were previously obtained in [Fra12a, Lemme
6.5]. Frances’ techniques are similar to ours, though the context of his paper is different
and he arrives at this reduction by a different path.

Step 6: conclusion. Because eu+ fixes E1, the reduction S determines an analytic,
isotropic Killing field in L by Z(y) = π∗ω

−1
ŷ (E1), for any ŷ ∈ Sy. The vector field Z

is parallel, which implies it is Killing. It is thus an analytic, isotropic local conformal
vector field on U . By [Amo79], Z extends to a conformal vector field after lifting to the
universal cover M̃ ofM , which is everywhere isotropic by analyticity; we will denote this
vector field also by Z. As Z is causal, if it vanishes at some point in M̃ , then M̃ , and
hence M , is conformally flat by [Fra07].

Now suppose Z is nonvanishing. It determines an analytic hyperplane distribution by
D = Z⊥. We will show that Z⊥ is an integrable distribution on U , which suffices by
analyticity to show integrability of D on M̃ . For any ŷ ∈ Ry, the subspace Z⊥(y) =

π∗ω
−1
ŷ (E⊥1 ). As ω−1(E⊥1 ) ⊂ ω−1(g−1) is tangent to R, this distribution in fact lifts to a

distribution D̃ on R.
Now we use the special properties of the curvature as in Step 5. First,

κŷ(u, v) = κŷ(u, v) = 0 ∀ u, v ∈ E⊥1 , ŷ ∈ R

Now, again setting X = ω−1(u) and Y = ω−1(v) and applying the formula (9) gives

κŷ(u, v) = Ωŷ(X,Y ) = X.ω(Y )− Y.ω(X)− ω([X,Y ]) + [ω(X), ω(Y )] = −ωŷ([X,Y ]).

It follows that D̃ is integrable in R. The leaves project to integral leaves of Z⊥ in U .
Thus D is integrable, yielding a codimension-one, analytic foliation on M̃ . �

If M as in the proposition above is also simply connected, then proposition B and
Haefliger’s Theorem C apply, yielding a contradiction to either of the two conclusions. We
may henceforth assume that there are no balanced, linear holonomy sequences associated
to any sequences of conformal transformations of M .

5. Proof given a fixed point

Throughout this section, H will be, as in section 2.1, a maximal connected, abelian
subgroup of Conf(M, g), obtained as the centralizer in Conf(M, g) of a maximal com-
muting collection of conformal vector fields. The maximal compact subgroup of H is
denoted L, so H ∼= Rk × L for some k ∈ N. In this section, (M, g) will be a closed,
simply connected, analytic Lorentzian manifold of dimension at least 3.

Here we prove that H must be compact, assuming that H fixes a point of M . In
this case, there is a more refined version of the holonomy, which we call isotropy. It
is a straightforward extension of the classical notion of isotropy. Namely, choosing any
x̂ ∈ π−1(x)—which corresponds to choosing a two-jet of a conformal normalized frame
at x—determines a representation StabH(x) → P sending h to the unique ĥ satisfying
h.x̂.ĥ−1 = x̂. If {hk} is a sequence in StabH(x), then {ĥk} defined in this way in terms
of a choice of x̂ is a holonomy sequence for {hk} at x.
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Given a one-parameter subgroup {ht} ≤ StabH(x), we may choose x̂ so that {ĥt} ≤
G0, by [FM13, Thm 1.2] and proposition B. (Since H is abelian, we may actually arrange
that the full isotropy subgroup is in G0, as is proved in proposition 5.2 below.)

Fixed points will fall into two cases, according to whether they contain hyperbolic or
unipotent isotropy. We may assume that no one-parameter subgroup of the isotropy is
hyperbolic of contracting type by proposition 3.14, or of balanced type by proposition 4.1.
In the remaining mixed and bounded hyperbolic cases, we “slide” along an invariant, null
geodesic to obtain another fixed point, with contracting hyperbolic isotropy, and apply
proposition 3.14. The contradiction in the unipotent case stems from the incompatibility
of the linear dynamics with the Gromov stratification.

5.1. Jordan decomposition of isotropy of a conformal flow. It is another conse-
quence of Gromov’s stratification that isotropy groups, for a real-analytic rigid geometric
structure on a closed, simply connected manifold, are algebraic [Gro88, 3.5.B]; in our
case, this means they are algebraic in P . It follows (see, eg, [Mor05, Thm 4.3.3]) that
isotropy groups are closed under Jordan decomposition—that is, if {φt} ≤ StabH(x),
and if pt = pthp

t
up
t
e is the Jordan decomposition of a corresponding isotropy flow into

semisimple, unipotent, and elliptic one-parameter subgroups of P , then these are the
isotropies of flows {φth}, {φtu}, {φte}, respectively, each belonging to StabH(x), and mul-
tiplying together to give φt, for all t. A singularity of {φt} ≤ Conf(M, [g]) will be called
hyperbolic, unipotent or elliptic if the isotropy at this singularity is of the corresponding
type, and the flows {φth}, {φtu}, and {φte} will be called the hyperbolic, unipotent, and
elliptic components, respectively, of {φt} at x.

Lemma 5.1. Let x ∈ M . Let S ≤ Conf(M) be an abelian group stabilizing x, with
isotropy Ŝx. If Ŝx contains a nontrivial one-parameter subgroup of hyperbolic elements,
then it contains no nontrivial unipotents.

Proof. Let Ŝx be defined with respect to x̂ ∈ π−1(x), and let X̂ ∈ ŝx have Jordan
decomposition with nontrivial hyperbolic component X̂h. Let {φth} ≤ StabH(x) be as in
the discussion above. Up to conjugacy in P , we may assume X̂h belongs to the Cartan
subalgebra a. Let it have parameters (a, b) according to (3). If b = 0, then proposition
3.14 applies to {φth}, leading to conformal flatness and a contradiction of proposition B.
Then b 6= 0, and the centralizer of Xh in p is contained in a⊕m⊕ p+ (as can be seen, for
example, from the root space decomposition in section 3.1.2); in particular, Xu ∈ p+.

Now let u ∈ Ŝx be a nontrivial unipotent. Since Ŝx is algebraic, u belongs to a one-
parameter unipotent subgroup {etY } with [X,Y ] = 0. Decompose Y according to the
grading p = g0 + g1 as Y0 + Y1. The component [X,Y ]0 equals [Xh +Xe, Y0]. Vanishing
of the latter implies Y0 ∈ a + m, which means since Y is unipotent that Y0 = 0. Thus, if
Y ∈ g1 = p+ were nonzero, the corresponding conformal flow would be nonlinearizable,
and Theorem 1.2 of [FM13] would imply conformal flatness of (M, g), a contradiction. �

The above lemma implies in particular for {φt} ≤ StabH(x) that if {φth} is nontrivial,
then {φtu} is trivial.
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Proposition 5.2. Let x ∈ M . Let S ≤ Conf(M, g) be an abelian group stabilizing x,
with isotropy Ŝx. Then S is linearizable at x—that is, Ŝx is conjugate in P into G0.

Proof. Linearizability of Ŝx ≤ P is equivalent to existence of an Ad Ŝx-invariant comple-
ment to p in g. The complementary subspaces to p in g form an affine space modeled
on Hom(g/p, p), and P acts affinely on this space. If Ŝx is compact, such an invariant
complement can be obtained by averaging.

An element X ∈ p is conjugate in P into G0 if and only if, when decomposed into
X0 + X1 according to the grading g0 ⊕ g1, the element X1 ∈ g1 is in the image of X0,
for the representation by ad of g0 on g1 = p+ ∼= R1,n−1∗; this condition is independent
of the choice of decomposition p ∼= g0 n p+. If X1 as above equals [X0, Z] for Z ∈ p+,
conjugating X by Id−Z = e−Z yields X0.

Suppose Ŝx contains a nontrivial, connected, unipotent subgroup Ûx. The projection
of ûx to g0 is abelian and unipotent; by Engel’s theorem it is conjugate into u+ (where
as before u+ is the unipotent subalgebra of g0 parametrized by U+ in section 3.1.2).
The images in p+ of elements of u+ are two-dimensional and degenerate, contained in
the annilator of E1. Then, given two linearly independent elements X,Y ∈ ûx, with
projections to g0 in u+, we can suppose, thanks again to [FM13, Thm 1.2] and proposition
B, that one of them, say, X, is in g0. Suppose Y = Y0 +Y1 with Y1 6= 0. As X0 and Y0 are
linearly independent, the intersection of im(X0) with im(Y0) is a line `, the annihilator
of E⊥1 , which equals gα+β . If Y1 /∈ `, then it is not in the image of X0 + Y0, so X + Y
is not linearizable, which would again imply (M, g) is conformally flat and lead to a
contradiction. We conclude that the p+-components of all elements in ûx belong to `.
Then it is not hard to find a sequence of conjugations Ad(Id−Zi) with Zi ∈ gα sending
Ûx into G0. By lemma 5.1, Ŝx contains no nontrivial, connected, hyperbolic subgroup,
and Ŝx is the commutative product of Ûx with a compact subgroup. Averaging an
Ad Ûx-invariant complement to p in g over this compact subgroup yields an Ŝx-invariant
complementary subspace.

Next suppose Ŝx contains a nontrivial, connected, hyperbolic subgroup. By proposition
3.14 and proposition B, it does not intersect the center of G0. Then it projects isomor-
phically to a connected, abelian group of hyperbolic elements of (G0)ss ∼= O(1, n− 1), so
it comprises a single one-parameter group {φth}. By [FM13, Thm 1.2] and proposition
B, this subgroup is linearizable. Again, by lemma 5.1, Ŝx is the commutative prod-
uct of {φth} with a compact subgroup. As above, we average to obtain an Ŝx-invariant
complementary subspace. �

5.2. Hyperbolic fixed points. The goal of this section is to prove the following:

Proposition 5.3. Let H fix a point x0 ∈ M . Then the isotropy at x0 contains no
nontrivial hyperbolic one-parameter subgroup.

We denote throughout this section by X an infinitesimal generator of {φt}, which we
assume admits a hyperbolic singularity x0 ∈ M . For a well chosen point x̂0 ∈ π−1(x0),
the image of X in the isotropy algebra ŝx0 belongs to the Cartan subalgebra a. Let
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it correspond to (a, b) in the parametrization (3), so the isotropy of {φtX} is {dt} with
α(lnDt) = ta and β(ln dt) = tb . By proposition 3.14, |a| ≤ |b| (If a < 0, then we simply
replace X with −X). By proposition 4.1, we can assume |a| < |b|.

Let, as above, U ⊆ g−1 be an open neighborhood of 0 on which Φ = π◦expx̂0 : U →M

is a diffeomorphism onto its image. In the basis {E1, . . . , En}, Ad(etXh)
∣∣
g−1

has the form

ht =


et(b−a)

e−ta

. . .
e−ta

e−t(b+a)


Note that E1 and En are lightlike and orthogonal to E2, . . . , En−1, which are spacelike.
From

φt ◦ Φ = Φ ◦Ad(etXh)

we see that the fixed set of {φt} in Φ(U) is spacelike if a = 0 and otherwise just the point
x0.

The isotropy of the maximal compact factor L < H at x̂0 has compact image in
CO(Tx0M, gx0) and commutes with {ht}, so it fixes the lightlike vectors D0Φ(E1) =
π∗ω

−1
x̂0

(E1) and D0Φ(En) = π∗ω
−1
x̂0

(En). Let α̂(s) = expx̂0(sE1) and α = π ◦ α̂. The
latter curve is a lightlike geodesic. The calculation in SO(2, n) that

etXhesE1 = eAtsE1etXh At = et(b−a)

gives in M̂ by (8)

φt.α̂(s) = α̂(Ats).e
tXh At = et(b−a)(10)

In particular,
φt.α(s) = α(et(b−a)s),

and α and α̂ are defined for all s ∈ R. The curve α is moreover pointwise fixed by L.
Then α+ = {α(s) : s > 0} is an H-orbit. Let x1 be an accumulation point of {α(sk)}
for a sequence sk →∞. It is in the closure α+.

Lemma 5.4. α+ = {x0} ∪ α+ ∪ {x1} and x1 is a fixed point for H.

Proof. First, note that for the locally closed orbit α+ = {φt.α(ε) : t ∈ R}, the orbit map
t 7→ α(et(b−a)) is a homeomorphism onto its image (see [Zim84, Lem. 2.1.15]). It follows
that x1 /∈ α+.

Theorem 2.2 (3) gives a neighborhood U ⊆ M of x1 such that U ∩ α+ is connected
and semianalytic, thus path connected. In particular, for any sufficiently large T ∈ R>0,
there is a path γ : [0, 1]→ U ∩α+ with γ(0) = α(T ) and γ(1) = x1. Because α+ is open
in α+, the set γ−1(α+) is a collection of relatively open intervals of [0, 1], including one of
the form [0, t0) with t0 > 0. Then α−1(γ(0, t0)) is a nonempty collection of open intervals.
Let I be the connected component of T . One endpoint of I must be 0 or ∞, because
γ(t0) ∈ α(I)\α+. Assuming x0 6= x1, we may choose U so that x0 /∈ U . If x0 = x1, we
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can choose T large and thus we may assume that I = [T,∞) and imγ = α[T,∞)∪ {x1}.
Then x1 = lims→∞ α(s). It follows that α+ = {x0} ∪ α+ ∪ {x1}, as desired.

The sets {x0}, α+ and α+ are each H-invariant, so {x1} is also H-invariant. �

Now, in a neighorhood of x1, the segment α+ is a null geodesic segment emanating
from x1. In suitable coordinates, it is a line segment in the light cone of x1. We have in
particular the following corollary:

Corollary 5.5. The path α+ admits a smooth parametrization by a finite interval.

Consider the one-parameter subgroup of SO(2, n) generated by

R =


0 −1
1 0

0
0 1
−1 0

 with eθR =


cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

In−2

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ


Let β̂(θ) = exp(x̂0, θR) and β = π ◦ β̂. In Ein1,n−1, there is equality eθR.o = esE1 .o

with s = tan θ, 0 ≤ θ < π/2. Thus there is a smooth path `θ in P such that

eθR = esE1 .`θ s = tan θ, 0 ≤ θ < π/2

Differentiating with respect to θ and evaluating with ωG gives, by formula (2)

R = Ad `−1
θ

(
ds

dθ
E1

)
+ ωP

(
d`θ
dθ

)
which in turn implies

(11) β̂(θ) = α̂(s).`θ s = tan θ, 0 ≤ θ < π/2

Lemma 5.6. There is x̂1 ∈ π−1(x1) equal to limθ→π/2 β̂(θ).

Proof. From (11), we have β(θ) = α(tan θ) for 0 ≤ s = tan θ < ∞. Then both β̂ and β
are defined for 0 ≤ θ < π/2. Defining β(π/2) = x1 extends the domain of β to [0, π/2].
The resulting path is a monotone parametrization of α+ by [0, π/2], smooth on [0, π/2).
By corollary 5.5, it is smooth on [0, π/2]. We wish to extend β̂, as well.

Let β̃ be a path in M̂ , smooth on [0, π/2 + δ] for some δ > 0, originating at x̂0, such
that π ◦ β̃ equals the extended β on [0, π/2]. There is a smooth path pθ in P for which

β̃(θ) = β̂(θ).pθ 0 ≤ θ < π/2

By equation (2),

ω(β̃′(θ)) = Ad p−1
θ (R) + ωP (p′θ) 0 ≤ θ < π/2

which is equivalent to
R = Ad pθ

(
ω(β̃′(θ))− ωP (p′θ)

)
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We will compute the derivative with respect to θ of the above equation, with the aid of
the following identity. For g = g(θ) a path in a Lie group G with Maurer-Cartan form
ωG, and for X = X(θ) a path in g,

d

dθ

(
gXg−1

)
= g

(
[ωG(g′), X] +

dX

dθ

)
g−1

Using this identity gives

0 = pθ

(
[ωP (p′θ), ω(β̃′)] +

d

dθ
ω(β̃′)− d

dθ
ωP (p′θ)

)
p−1
θ

which is equivalent to
d

dθ
ωP (p′θ) = [ωP (p′θ), ω(β̃′)] +

d

dθ
ω(β̃′)

This is a (system of) linear, first-order, inhomogeneous ODEs on (the components
of) ωP (p′θ) in g, for which the coefficient functions are smooth on [0, π/2]. For any
initial value—in this case, ω(β̃′(0)) − R—the unique solution is defined and continuous
on [0, π/2] (see, eg, [Tes12, Sec 3.4]). The path pθ is known to be smooth on [0, π/2),
and now it is also known to have bounded ω-derivative. It follows by completeness of P
that limθ→π/2 pθ exists, and therefore, so does limθ→π/2 β̂(θ).

�

Lemma 5.7. The holonomy of φt at x1 with respect to x̂1 is

gt =


etb

eta

In
e−ta

e−tb


Proof. Combining (10) and (11) yields

φt.β̂(θ) = β̂(θt).(`
−1
θt
etXh`θ) θt = tan−1(At tan θ), At = et(b−a)

The desired holonomy with respect to x̂1 is the limit of (`−1
θt
etXh`θ) as θ → π/2. It

is possible to compute this limit directly, but easier to compute in SO(2, n), where the
above curves develop to

etXheθR = eθR.(e−θRetXheθR) = eθtR.(`−1
θt
etXh`θ)

The conjugate e−θRetXheθR is not in P for arbitrary θ, but it is for θ = π/2, and equals
gt. Then

gt = lim
θ→π/2

(`−1
θt
etXh`θ) so φt.x̂1 = x̂1.g

t

as desired. �

The holonomy {gt} is in contradiction with proposition 3.14 and proposition B. The
proof of Proposition 5.3 is complete.
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5.3. Unipotent fixed points. The goal of this section is to prove the following:

Proposition 5.8. Suppose H fixes a point x0 ∈ M . Then the isotropy of H at x0

contains no nontrivial unipotent elements.

Proof. Denote Ĥx0 the isotropy of H at x0 with respect to x̂0, and suppose it contains
nontrivial unipotent elements. By lemma 5.1, there are no nontrivial one-parameter
hyperbolic subgroups of Ĥx0 , and by proposition 5.2, we may assume Ĥx0 < G0.

Denote Ûx0 a maximal connected, unipotent subgroup of Ĥx0 < G0. We may assume
Ûx0 belongs to the maximal unipotent subgroup of SO(1, n−1) < G0 with isotropic char-
acteristic line RE1. The full 1-eigenspace, call it E ′, of Ûx0 is degenerate and codimension
at least two.

For L a maximal compact factor of H, the linear isotropy L̂x0 of L at x0 with respect
to x̂0 is compact and commutes with Ûx0 , so it fixes E1 and another isotropic vector,
which we may assume to be En. It preserves E ′ and pointwise fixes the spacelike subspace
E = (E ′ ⊕REn)⊥, which is contained in the image of ûx0 . The full isotropy Ĥx0 has the
form Ûx0 × L̂x0 < G0.

The orbit of any v ∈ R1,n−1\{0} under the unipotent isotropy is bounded away from
the origin, and thus so is the orbit of v under the full isotropy Ĥx0 . Let y0 = π ◦
expx̂0(v) for v 6= 0 in a sufficiently small neighborhood V of 0 in g−1

∼= R1,n−1, mapping
diffeomorphically to V = π ◦expx̂0(V) ⊂M . The connected component of y0 in H.y0∩V
equals π◦expx̂0(Ĥx0 .v∩V) and is bounded away from x0. By theorem 2.2, H.y0 is locally
connected and contains H.y0 as a relatively open subset; it follows that x0 /∈ H.y0 for
any y0 6= x0 in V .

Now consider v ∈ (E ⊕REn) ∩ V, so that y0 is fixed by L but not by H. By theorem
2.2, there is x1 ∈ H.y0 with compact H-orbit. As x1 is L-fixed, it is a fixed point for H.
By proposition 5.2, H is again linearizable at x1. By proposition 5.3, the isotropy at x1

is again the product of a nontrivial unipotent subgroup of dimension k = dimH/L and
a compact subgroup isomorphic to L. We can choose x̂1 ∈ π−1(x1) so that the unipotent
factor of Ĥx1 has the same 1-eigenspace E ′ as for Ĥx0 above.

Any point y1 ∈ H.y0 is L-fixed but not H-fixed. Assuming y1 is sufficiently close to
x1, it can be written π ◦ expx̂1(v) for v ∈ R1,n−1\{0}. But now, the same argument
as above with the linearization shows that the H-orbit of y1 is bounded away from x1,
contradicting x1 ∈ H.y1. �

5.4. Conclusion. Henceforth we will assume L 6= 1. Here is one corollary of the absence
of fixed points:

Proposition 5.9. Any 1-dimensional H-orbit is closed.

Proof. If H.x is 1-dimensional and not closed, then L ≤ StabH(y) for all y ∈ H.x. By
theorem 2.2 (2), there is y ∈ H.x with closed orbit. One the one hand, StabH(y) is
cocompact in H; on the other hand, L ≤ StabH(y). Therefore, y is an H-fixed point, a
contradiction. �
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6. End of proof using approximately-stable hypersurfaces

In this final section, (M, g) is again a closed, simply connected, analytic Lorentzian
manifold, and H is a maximal, connected, abelian subgroup of Conf(M, g), obtained
as the centralizer of a maximal commuting collection of conformal vector fields, which
we assume noncompact. The results of all previous sections apply. From section 5 just
above, H has no global fixed points; in particular, dimH ≥ 2.

Under these assumptions, we deduce a detailed description of holonomy sequences
at points of Ωf (see proposition 2.3) in section 6.1. They are balanced, bounded, or
mixed, as in definition 3.10. If they are balanced, then we show they are also linear,
so proposition 4.1 applies. The bounded and mixed cases occupy the remainder of the
paper. These holonomy sequences need not be linear; they are moreover not “stable” in
the sense of [Fra12a], which makes their local behavior much more difficult to analyze. We
are nonetheless able to construct a codimension-one foliation by degenerate hypersurfaces
on an open dense subset ΩF ⊆ Ωf , in section 6.2. The construction roughly follows the
outline of section 4, but it is more delicate. In section 6.3 we show that the foliation
extends over closed isotropic orbits on the boundary of orbits in ΩF ; on the latter, H
necessarily has linear, unipotent isotropy. In section 6.4, many such distinct closed,
isotropic orbits are found, and the prevalence of isotropic orbits finally contradicts the
local geometry of the linear, unipotent isotropy.

Some of the proofs in this section make extensive use of elementary properties of
the grading of g = so(2, n) and and of its root space decomposition. The reader not
intimately familiar with the structure of this Lie algebra can verify these properties by
referring to the descriptions in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

6.1. Analysis of holonomy sequences in the absence of a fixed point. Let x ∈M
with H.x not closed. By theorem 2.2, there is a closed orbit H.y in the closure H.x. By
the results of the previous section, y is not an H-fixed point. Let hk ∈ H be such that
hk.x → H.y. As L acts transitively on H.y, we may translate {hk} by a sequence in L
to obtain hk.x → y (without changing the notation for {hk}). Let {pk} be a holonomy
sequence in A′P+-form for {hk}.

Proposition 5.2 gives that the isotropy of StabH(y) is linearizable. Replacing {pk}
with {qpk} for suitable q ∈ P+ gives another holonomy sequence (again denoted {pk})
with hk.x̂.p−1

k → ŷ such that the isotropy of StabH(y) with respect to ŷ is in G0. Denote
this isotropy by Ŝy. Note that the new {pk} can also be written in A′P+-form, which
will be denoted {dkτk}. An ACL holonomy sequence will be one associated to hk.xk → y
with the following properties:

A) {pk} in A′P+-form
C) H.y a closed orbit
L) linear isotropy in G0 of StabH(y) with respect to ŷ

Note that any x with nonclosed orbit admits an ACL pointwise holonomy sequence as a
consequence of theorem 2.2 and proposition 5.2.
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Now, StabH(y) is cocompact inH, with positive codimension. There is thus Y ∈ l with
Y (y) 6= 0. If x ∈ Ωf (see proposition 2.3) or if {pk} is a pointwise holonomy sequence,
then necessarily Y (x) 6= 0. Asuming H.x is not closed, there is X ∈ h\l vanishing at
y but not at x. If x ∈ Ωf or if {pk} is a pointwise holonomy sequence, then X(x) and
Y (x) must be linearly independent. By lemma 5.1, we may assume X has unipotent or
hyperbolic isotropy with respect to ŷ; ensuring this may require adding to X an element
of stabh(y)∩l, which does not affect independence of X and Y at x under the assumptions
on x. We will call such a pair (X,Y ) of elements of h with

• X ∈ stab(y) with unipotent or hyperoblic isotropy with respect to ŷ;
• Y (y) 6= 0;
• X,Y linearly independent at x

a leverage pair for the holonomy sequence {pk}. A leverage pair for the ACL holonomy
sequence {pk} exists whenever x ∈ Ωf or {pk} is a pointwise holonomy sequence. As
usual, we denote also by X,Y the lifts to M̂ .

Remark 6.1. The following propositions 6.2, 6.5, 6.7, and 6.8, as well as lemma 6.4, are
stated for points x ∈ Ωf , since that is what is used in the sequel; however, they apply
as well to pointwise holonomy sequences at any point with nonclosed orbit (with ΩF
suitably redefined).

Proposition 6.2. Let V = g/p. Let x ∈ Ωf and let {pk = dkτk} be an ACL holonomy
sequence at x. Then {pk} falls into one of the following three cases:

(1) balanced: {pk} is vertically equivalent to a linear holonomy sequence

Otherwise, VAS(pk) = E⊥1 and h(x) is in the approximately stable subset of TxM , which
is a degenerate hyperplane. Furthermore, {pk} is

(2) mixed: H.y is one-dimensional and isotropic, and X̂ ∈ g0 is unipotent; or
(3) bounded: X(x) is in the orthogonal of the approximately stable subset of TxM .

Proof. Let x̂k → x̂ ∈ π−1(x) be such that hk.x̂k.p−1
k → ŷ. Let Dk = ln dk and ξk = ln τk.

Recall that dk ∈ A′ implies β(Dk) ≤ 0.

Let X̂k and Ŷk equal ωx̂k(X) and ωx̂k(Y ), respectively, and denote with superscripts
their components on the grading g = g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1. The components of Ad pk(X̂k) are

(12) Ad(dk).X̂
(−1)
k︸ ︷︷ ︸

g−1

+ Ad(dk).
(
X̂

(0)
k + [ξk, X̂

(−1)
k ]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g0

+ Ad(dk).

(
X̂

(1)
k + [ξk, X̂

(0)
k ] +

1

2
[ξk, [ξk, X̂

(−1)
k ]]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g1

and similarly for Ad pk(Ŷk); moreover, by the H-invariance and P -equivariance of ω,
each component above converges to the corresponding component of ωŷ(X) or ωŷ(Y ),
respectively.
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The eigenvalues of Ad(dk) on g−1 are e−α(Dk)±β(Dk), each with multiplicity 1, and
e−α(Dk) with multiplicity n− 2. Now X(y) = 0 means ωŷ(X)(−1) = 0. As X(x) 6= 0, the
vectors X(−1)

k 6= 0. Thus Ad(dk).X̂
(−1)
k → 0 implies (−α+ β)(Dk)→ −∞. On the other

hand, both Y (x) and Y (y) are nonzero, so at least one eigenvalue of Ad(pk) on g−1 has
a limit in R>0 ∪ {+∞}. Thus the largest, (−α − β)(Dk), is bounded below. Together
these limits imply β(Dk)→ −∞.

Finally, α(Dk) cannot diverge to −∞. If it did, then, since (β − α)(Dk)→ −∞, both
ωx̂(X)(−1) and ωx̂(Y )(−1) would belong to the 1-dimensional negative weight space of β
in g−1 (identified with RE1 in the basis introduced in section 3.1.2), contradicting the
fact that X(x) and Y (x) are linearly independent.

We are left with the three possibilites of balanced, mixed, or bounded types for {dk}.
The action of pk on V factors through dk. We identify V as a G0-module with R1,n−1.

In the mixed and bounded cases (α+β)(Dk)→ −∞, and it is clear that VAS(pk) = E⊥1 .
Every Z ∈ h is H-invariant, so ωx̂(Z) ∈ gAS(pk). Then the projections of ωx̂(Z) modulo
p are in VAS(pk), which means Z(x) is in the approximately stable subset of TxM .

Now suppose {pk} is of mixed type, and consider its action on V. For any bounded
sequence vk ∈ V, the components of (Ad dk).vk on E⊥1 tend to 0. If lim Ad(dk).vk exists, it
belongs toREn. It follows that h(y) is one-dimensional, and Y (y) = q(ŷ, lim Ad(dk).Ŷ

(−1)
k )

is isotropic (where q : B×V→ TM as in section 3.3). Now Y (y) is fixed by the derivative
action of StabH(y). Hyperbolic elements of CO(1, n−1) have isotropic fixed vectors only
if they are of balanced type. We conclude by proposition 4.1 that there are no hyperbolic
elements of Ŝy, so X̂ is unipotent.

Now suppose {pk} is of bounded type, and consider again the action on V. For a con-
vergent sequence vk ∈ V, if the limit Ad(dk).vk exists, it is nonzero unless lim vk ∈ RE1,
the orthogonal of VAS(pk). We conclude X(x) is in the orthogonal of the approximately
stable subset of TxM .

Now suppose {pk} is of balanced type. By similar considerations as above of the action
of {dk} on V, this behavior forces ωx̂(X)(−1) ∈ E⊥1 and ωx̂(Y )(−1) to be transverse to E⊥1 .
After rescaling, we may write ωx̂(Y )(−1) = En+F with F ∈ E⊥1 , and Ŷ (−1)

k = ckEn+Fk
with ck → 1 and Fk ∈ E⊥1 . We will prove that in this case, {ξk} is bounded, with a
rather detailed analysis of equation (12).

To simplify this analysis, we first make a slight modification to {X̂(−1)
k }. As shown

above, it has the form εkEn + Gk with Gk ∈ E⊥1 and εk → 0. Applying Ad pk to the
sequence X̂ ′k = ωx̂k(X − εkY/ck) gives a bounded sequence in g, tending to ωŷ(X). We
make this replacement without change of notation—that is, we simply assume X̂(−1)

k ∈
E⊥1 .

We consider the second line of equation (12), corresponding to the g0-components of
Ad pk(X̂k) and Ad pk(Ŷk), and decompose it further into components on the root spaces
in g0, which correspond to −β, 0, and β. As X̂(0)

k and Ad(dk).
(
X̂

(0)
k +

[
ξk, X̂

(−1)
k

])
are
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bounded, the components [ξk, X̂
(−1)
k ]−β and

[
ξk, X̂

(−1)
k

]
0
must be bounded. The same

goes for Ŷk. Using that X̂k ∈ E⊥1 , we begin with[
ξk, X̂

(−1)
k

]
0

=
[
(ξk)α−β, (X̂

(−1)
k )β−α

]
+
[
(ξk)α, (X̂

(−1)
k )−α

]
The first and second terms on the right-hand side are linearly independent, so each must
be bounded. At least one of ωx̂(X)

(−1)
β−α and ωx̂(X)

(−1)
−α is nonzero, so at least one of

(ξk)α−β and (ξk)α is bounded, by the nondegeneracy of the brackets between opposite
root spaces given by lemma 3.2.

Next consider[
ξk, Ŷ

(−1)
k

]
0

=
[
(ξk)α−β, (Ŷ

(−1)
k )β−α

]
+
[
(ξk)α, (Ŷ

(−1)
k )−α

]
+ ck [(ξk)α+β, En]

At least one of the first two terms is bounded, so each of the remaining two must be
bounded; we conclude (ξk)α+β is bounded.

Supposing ωx̂(X)
(−1)
β−α = 0, we know lim(X̂

(−1)
k )−α 6= 0 and {(ξk)α} is bounded. Now[

ξk, X̂
(−1)
k

]
−β

=
[
(ξk)α−β, (X̂

(−1)
k )−α

]
implies that {(ξk)α−β} is bounded because, for any nonzero ξ ∈ gα−β, the map ad ξ :

g−α → g−β is an isomorphism. On the other hand, if ωx̂(X)
(−1)
−α = 0, then we know

{(ξk)α−β} is bounded, and[
ξk, Ŷ

(−1)
k

]
−β

=
[
(ξk)α−β, (Ŷ

(−1)
k )−α

]
+ ck [(ξk)α, En] ,

so {(ξk)α} is bounded, because adEn : gα → g−β is an isomorphism.

Finally, in the balanced case, {ξk} is bounded, which means {pk = dkτk} is vertically
equivalent to the linear sequence {dk}. �

By proposition 2.5, there is a dense set of points of Ωf satisfying condition (1) of
section 2.4. This condition gives holonomy sequences, which we may assume in A′P+-
form {pk = dkτk}, with α(Dk) → ∞, as α measures the negative of the logarithm of
the dilation of Ad(dk) on g/p. (Note that they are in general not pointwise holonomy
sequences). Unboundedness of {α(Dk)} implies {pk} is of balanced or mixed type; thanks
to proposition 4.1, it must be mixed. Given such a holonomy sequence associated to
hk.xk → y, the limit orbit H.y is 1-dimensional, as in the proof of (2) above. The
orbit H.y is then closed by proposition 5.9. The isotropy of StabH(y) is linearizable
by proposition 5.2, so changing ŷ in the fiber of y if necessary gives an ACL holonomy
sequence vertically equivalent to {pk}.

Corollary 6.3. There is a dense set of points Smix ⊂ Ωf such that for all x ∈ Smix,
there is {hk} ⊂ H with ACL holonomy sequence at x of mixed type.

If {pk} in proposition 6.2 above is mixed or bounded, it may not be linear as in the
balanced case. We can arrange, however, that the nonlinear factors lie in a 1-dimensional
subgroup of P+.
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Lemma 6.4. Let x ∈ Ωf . Any ACL holonomy sequence at x of mixed or bounded type
is vertically equivalent to an ACL holonomy sequence {pk = dkτk} for which {ξk = ln τk}
is contained in the line RtE1I ⊂ p+ ∼= R1,n−1∗. Moreover, for Dk = ln dk, the sequence
{eβ(Dk)ξk} is bounded.

Proof. Let (X,Y ) be a leverage pair for {pk}. The proof is based on boundedness of each
grading component of (12), as in proposition 6.2. As before, let X̂k and Ŷk equal ωx̂k(X)
and ωx̂k(Y ), respectively, and denote with superscripts their components on the grading
g = g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1. By proposition 6.2, both ωx̂(X)(−1), ωx̂(Y )(−1) ∈ E⊥1 . Then we can
write

Ŷ
(−1)
k = δkEn + Fk X̂

(−1)
k = εkEn +Gk where Fk, Gk ∈ E⊥1 , δk, εk → 0

Possibly after passing to a subsequence, one of the sequences δk/εk or εk/δk has a limit
in R as k → ∞. In the first case, set Ẑk = ωx̂k(Y − δkX/εk); otherwise, set Ẑk =

ωx̂k(X − εkY/δk). Then, after passing to a subsequence, the limit Ad pk(Ẑk) exists, and
Ẑ

(−1)
k ∈ E⊥1 ; moreover, by linear independence of X(x) and Y (x), the limit of Ẑ(−1)

k is a
nonzero element of E⊥1 .

Now we consider the second line of equation (12) for Ẑk. As before, the following
sequence must be bounded:[

ξk, Ẑ
(−1)
k

]
0

=
[
(ξk)α−β, (Ẑ

(−1)
k )β−α

]
+
[
(ξk)α, (Ẑ

(−1)
k )−α

]
and one of the limits of (Ẑk)

(−1)
−α or (Ẑk)

(−1)
β−α is nonzero. In the first case, (ξk)α must be

bounded by the nondegeneracy lemma 3.2. Then boundedness of[
ξk, Ẑ

(−1)
k

]
−β

=
[
(ξk)α−β, (Ẑk)

(−1)
−α

]
implies (ξk)α−β is bounded because, for nonzero ξ ∈ gα−β , the map ad ξ : g−α → g−β is
an isomorphism.

Otherwise, lim Ẑ
(−1)
k ∈ RE1 and (ξk)α−β is bounded (again thanks to lemma 3.2).

By linear independence of X(x) and Y (x), one of ωx̂(X)
(−1)
−α or ωx̂(Y )

(−1)
−α is nonzero.

Assume without loss of generality this holds for X. Now[
ξk, X̂

(−1)
k

]
0

=
[
(ξk)α−β, (X̂

(−1)
k )β−α

]
+
[
(ξk)α, (X̂

(−1)
k )−α

]
+
[
(ξk)α+β, (X̂

(−1)
k )−α−β

]
The first term on the right-hand side is bounded. The second and third terms are linearly
independent, so each must be bounded. We conclude with lemma 3.2 (ξk)α is bounded.
Under the isomorphism g1 = p+ ∼= R1,n−1∗, the root space gα+β corresponds to RtE1I.

Let τ ′k be the components of τk in the annihilator of En, a complementary hyperplane
to RtE1I in p+. Right-multiply x̂k with the bounded sequence τ ′−1

k to obtain a new,
vertically equivalent ACL holonomy sequence at x with {ξk} ⊂ RtE1I.

Next, we again use the nonvanishing of one of (X̂k)
(−1)
−α or (Ŷk)

(−1)
−α , which we take

without loss of generality to be the former. The following sequence is bounded:(
Ad(pk).X̂k

)
β

= Ad(dk).
(

(X̂k)
(0)
β +

[
(ξk)α+β, (X̂k)

(−1)
−α

])
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The first term on the right-hand side tends to 0, while the second equals eβ(Dk)
[
ξk, (X̂k)

(−1)
−α

]
.

For nonzero ξ ∈ gα+β , the map ad ξ : g−α → gβ is an isomorphism, so {eβ(Dk)ξk} is
bounded. �

The following important proposition is a corollary of the above lemma:

Proposition 6.5. Let x ∈ Ωf , and let {pk} be an ACL holonomy sequence at x of mixed
or bounded type. Then {pk} is vertically equivalent to an ACL holonomy sequence for
which the P -module g with the adjoint representation satisfies

E⊥1 ⊂ gAS(pk)

(under the G0-equivariant identification of R1,n−1 ∼= g−1 ⊂ g)

Proof. Replace {pk} with a vertically equivalent sequence satisfying the conclusions of
lemma 6.4. Let v ∈ E⊥1 . Because ad gα+β(E⊥1 ) ⊂ gβ and ad gα+β(gβ) = 0, we simply
verify that

Ad(pk).v = Ad(dk).(v + [ξk, v]) = Ad(dk).v + eβ(Dk)[ξk, v]

is bounded by our assumptions on {pk}. �

6.2. Foliation in open, dense subset. Assuming (M, g) is simply connected in propo-
sition 4.1, the balanced case cannot occur in proposition 6.2, so for x ∈ Ωf and any ACL
holonomy sequence {pk} at x, the approximately stable subset of TxM is a degener-
ate hyperplane containing h(x). Denote by Dx(pk) the approximately stable subsets of
TxM—each a lightlike hyperplane—arising in this way. In this section we show that
these lightlike hyperplanes form an integrable distribution on an open, dense subset of
M , following the broad outline of section 4.

Step 1: curvature values. First assume n ≥ 4, and let V = Sym2(g′0), where g′0
∼=

so(1, n− 1), as in sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5.

For any holonomy sequence of mixed or bounded type, {pk = dkτk} with Dk = ln dk,
the behavior β(Dk) → −∞ makes VAS(pk) ⊂ V0 ⊕ V+1 ⊕ V+2. If {pk} is moreover
of mixed type, then α(Dk) → ∞ makes VAS(pk) ⊂ V+1 ⊕ V+2. Then κ(x̂) ∈ V+

Ric

by proposition 3.13. Recall that κ is P+-invariant, so the condition κ(x̂) ∈ G0.V+
Ric is

independent of the choice of x̂ ∈ π−1(x). Because Smix is dense and G0.V+
Ric is Zariski

closed by proposition 3.3, we conclude that the image of κ is contained in G0.V+
Ric on all

of M .

Let the subspace V+
B ⊂ V+

Ric be as in section 3.1.5. The set κ−1(G0.V+
B) is analytic by

proposition 3.3 and P -invariant, so it projects to an analytic subset ofM . If this set equals
M , then let V+

Ω = V+
B\{0}; otherwise, let V

+
Ω = V+

Ric\V
+
B. Then ΩW = π

(
κ−1(G0.V+

Ω)
)

is an open, dense subset of M with analytic complement.

When n = 3, we take U∼ in place of V; U+∼ in place of V+
Ric; and U∼+2 in place of V+

B
in the argument above. Proposition 3.3 and corollary 3.6 hold for these modules, as well.
Define ΩW in the analogous way.
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We can extend our knowledge of the Weyl curvature to the full Cartan curvature
κ. Recall that κ has values in ∧2(g/p)∗ ⊗ p, which is isomorphic as a G0-module to
∧2g∗−1 ⊗ g0 ⊕ ∧2g∗−1 ⊗ g∗−1, using that p+ ∼= g∗−1.

Lemma 6.6. Let {pk} be an ACL holonomy sequence of mixed type with respect to
x̂k → x̂, for x ∈ Ωf , satisfying the conclusions of lemma 6.4. Then κ(x̂) ∈ V+

Ric + U+,
where V+

Ric and U+ = U+1 ⊕ U+2 are as in section 3.1.4.

Proof. Write {pk} = {dkτk} with ξk = ln τk ∈ RtE1I and {eβ(Dk)ξk} bounded. Write
κ(x̂k) = $k + νk with $k ∈ V and νk ∈ U. The action of {pk} on κ(x̂k) is

(13) pk.κ(x̂k) = e2α(Dk)dk.
(
$k + eα(Dk)(νk + ξk.$k)

)
By proposition 3.13, κ(x̂) is in the approximately stable set for this action. From just
above, κ](M̂) ⊂ V+

Ric. In particular lim$k = κ](x̂) ∈ V+
Ric. Boundedness of each

component of e2α(Dk)dk.$k implies that each of the sequences {e−2β(Dk)$
(−2)
k } and

{e−β(Dk)$
(−1)
k } tends to 0, because α(Dk)→∞. Then

dkξk.$
(−1)
k = ξk.$

(−1)
k =

(
eβ(Dk)ξk

)
.
(
e−β(Dk)$

(−1)
k

)
→ 0

In order that the U0-component of (13) remain bounded as k →∞,

dk.(νk + ξk.$k)
(0) = ν

(0)
k + ξk.$

(−1)
k → 0

which implies ν(0)
k → 0. Similar arguments with dkξk.$

(−2)
k and the U−1-component

of (13) give ν(−1)
k → 0. Finally, consideration of the U−2-component of (13) implies

ν
(−2)
k → 0. Then κ(x̂) belongs to the claimed subspace V+

Ric + U+. �

Step 2: definition of distribution and propagation of holonomy.

Proposition 6.7. For all ACL holonomy sequences {pk} at x ∈ ΩF = ΩW ∩ Ωf , the
approximately stable subspaces Dx(pk) ⊂ TxM are equal. These subspaces form an H-
invariant analytic distribution of lightlike hyperplanes in ΩF .

Proof. We will show that the spaces Dx(pk) are determined by the Weyl curvature. For
an ACL holonomy sequence {pk}, mixed or bounded with respect to x̂k → x̂ ∈ π−1(ΩF )
as in the hypotheses, proposition 6.2 says (g/p)AS(pk) = E⊥1 . The algebraic map given
by corollary 3.6 has value RE1 on V+

Ω . Composed with κ, it gives a P -equivariant
analytic map η̂ : π−1(ΩW ) → P(N\{0}) with the property that the approximately
stable space (g/p)AS(pk) = η̂(x̂)⊥. Now η̂ descends to an analytic section η : ΩW →
P(N (TM)\{0}), with the property that Dx(pk) = η(x)⊥ for all x ∈ ΩF , and {pk} any
ACL holonomy sequence at x as in the hypotheses. We conclude that the approximately
stable subspaces Dx(pk), henceforth denoted simply Dx, form an analytic distribution of
lightlike hyperplanes in ΩF . Because {Dx} are determined by the invariant tensor W ,
they form an H-invariant distribution in ΩF . �

Propagation of holonomy for mixed and bounded types, in contrast to the balanced
case, works only in approximately stable directions, as follows:
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Proposition 6.8. Let {pk} be a holonomy sequence satisfying the hypotheses of proposi-
tion 6.5. Then given v ∈ E⊥1 , and t such that expx̂(tv) is defined and projects to a point of
ΩF , the sequence {pk} is also a holonomy sequence with respect to some x̂′k → expx̂(tv).

This is an immediate consequence of propositions 6.5 and 3.9.

Step 3: reduction of first-order frame bundle.

Let Q0 < G0 be the stabilizer of the line RE1 (as in Step 3 of section 4), and again
define an H-invariant, analytic reduction R′ of M̂/P+

∣∣∣
ΩF

to Q0 by

R′ = π̂(η̂−1(RE1))

By the definition of D, this reduction also equals

{π̂(x̂) : π∗ω
−1
x̂ (E⊥1 ) = Dx}

that is, R′ comprises the (conformal normalized) 1-frames identifying D with E⊥1 .

Let {pk} be a holonomy sequence with respect to x̂k → x̂ ∈ π−1(ΩF ) satisfying
the hypotheses and conclusions of proposition 6.5. Then η̂(x̂) = RE1 and x′ = π̂(x̂)
belongs to R′. Given v ∈ E⊥1 , proposition 6.8 says {pk} is a holonomy sequence at
ẑv(t) = expx̂(tv) for all t in some interval I containing a neighborhood of 0. That means
z′v(t) = π̂(ẑv(t)) ∈ R′, so π̂∗ω−1

x̂ (v) ∈ Tx′R′. Thus π̂∗ω−1
x̂ (E⊥1 ) ⊂ Tx′R′.

Step 4: reduction of M̂
∣∣∣
ΩF

Let q1 be the annihilator of E1 in p+ ∼= R1,n−1∗, with corresponding connected sub-
group Q1 < P+, and let Q = Q0 n Q1. For τ ∈ P+, the image Ad τ(E⊥1 + q0) ≡
E⊥1 + q0 mod p+ if and only if τ ∈ Q1. Define

R = {x̂ : π̂∗ω
−1
x̂ (E⊥1 ) ⊂ Tπ̂(x̂)R′}

As M̂ is a subbundle of the second-order frames ofM , it can also be viewed as a bundle of
first-order frames on M̂/P+, the bundle of conformal normalized one-frames. With this
point of view, we can define a Q0nP+-equivariant map π̂−1(R′)→ Hom(E⊥1 , g0/q0) such
that R is precisely the inverse image of 0. The affine Q0nP+-action on Hom(E⊥1 , g0/q0)
factors through Aff(R). The orbit of 0 is one-dimensional, with stabilizer Q.

We will show that every fiber of π̂−1(R′) contains a point mapping to 0 ∈ Hom(E⊥1 , g0/q0)
and thus the image of π̂−1(R′) is contained in the above one-dimensional orbit. Let, as
before, {pk} be a holonomy sequence with respect to x̂k → x̂ ∈ π−1(ΩF ) satisfying the
hypotheses and conclusions of proposition 6.5; recall that every x ∈ ΩF admits such a
holonomy sequence. From Step 3, x′ = π̂(x̂) ∈ R′ and π̂∗ω−1

x̂ (E⊥1 ) ⊂ Tx′R′. Thus x̂ ∈ R.
It follows that R is a smooth Q-reduction of M̂ over ΩF . Note that R is H-invariant
and analytic because R′ and ω are.

The geometric interpretation of R is as the conformal normalized 2-frames at points
x ∈ ΩF in which D is totally geodesic (infinitesimally at x).

Step 5: integration.
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Proposition 6.9. Let x̂ ∈ R. Given v ∈ E⊥1 , and t such that expx̂(tv) is defined and
projects to ΩF , the point expx̂(tv) ∈ R; moreover, ω−1

x̂ (E⊥1 ) ⊂ Tx̂R and E⊥1 + q ⊂
ω(Tx̂R).

Proof. Every x ∈ ΩF admits a holonomy sequence {pk} satisfying the hypotheses and
conclusions of proposition 6.5. If {pk} is defined with respect to x̂k → x̂, then, as we
saw in the previous step, x̂ ∈ R. The conclusion ω−1

x̂ (E⊥1 ) ⊂ Tx̂R is invariant by the
right-Q-action. All three conclusions for all x̂ ∈ R follow if we can prove them for all x̂
which are the reference point for such a holonomy sequence.

Proposition 6.8 gives, for v ∈ E⊥1 , that {pk} is a holonomy sequence with respect to
ẑv(t) = expx̂(tv) for all −ε < t < ε; it follows, as above, that expx̂(tv) ∈ R for all such
t. Then ω−1

x̂ (v) ∈ Tx̂R, and since v ∈ E⊥1 was arbitrary, ω−1
x̂ (E⊥1 ) ⊂ Tx̂R. Since R is a

Q-reduction, E⊥1 + q ⊂ ωx̂(Tx̂R). �

By the above proposition, the distribution defined by D̂ = ω−1(E⊥1 + q) restricted to
R is tangent to R. Finally, we can prove:

Proposition 6.10. The distribution D̂ restricted to R is integrable; in fact, the distri-
bution D̂` = ω−1(E⊥1 +u+ +RtE1I) restricted to R is also integrable. The integral leaves
of either distribution project to integral leaves of D.

Here u+ is the nilpotent subalgebra of g0 annihilating E1 (as in section 4).

Proof. Every x̂ ∈ R admits a holonomy sequence {pk} satisfying the hypotheses and
conclusions of lemma 6.4, as was seen in step 4. Assuming that {pk} is moreover of
mixed type, lemma 6.6 implies κ(x̂) ∈ V+

Ric + U+. (The latter subspace is Q-invariant.)
Corollary 6.3 says points in ΩF with mixed holonomy sequences are dense. Lemmas 6.4
and 6.6 apply to these holonomy sequences. It follows that κ(R) ⊂ V+

Ric + U+.

Knowledge of the full Cartan curvature on R gives information on the brackets of
vector fields on R. Given u, v ∈ E⊥1 +q ⊂ g, denote X = ω−1(u) and Y = ω−1(v). If one
of u, v ∈ q, then [X,Y ] = ω−1([u, v]) so the result is in D̂ because E⊥1 + q is a subalgebra
of g. Assume now that u, v ∈ E⊥1 . Then the formula (9) gives in this case

κx̂(u, v) = −ωx̂[X,Y ] + [u, v] = −ωx̂[X,Y ]

because g−1 is abelian. Elements of V+
Ric + U+ evaluated on E⊥1 ∧ E⊥1 have values in

u+ + RtE1I, which is contained in q. Thus D̂ is integrable. Integrability of D̂` follows
from the observation that E⊥1 + u+ + RtE1I is also a subalgebra of g.

For any x̂ ∈ R, the hyperplane ω−1
x̂ (E⊥1 ) projects to Dx, so an integral leaf of D̂ or of

D̂` projects to an integral leaf of D. �

Denote by F the resulting foliation by lightlike hypersurfaces in ΩF . In the next
section, we will extend leaves L of F over closed, isotropic orbits in the closure L by
extending R over such orbits. The following proposition implies that whenever R can be
extended, then leaves can be constructed through the boundary points.
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Proposition 6.11. Let ŷ ∈ R. There is a neighborhood U of 0 in E⊥1 such that expŷ(U)

is contained in an integral leaf of ω−1(E⊥1 +u+ +RtE1I); the saturation by Q is contained
in an integral leaf of ω−1(E⊥1 + q).

Proof. Let ŷk → ŷ with ŷk ∈ R. Let U ⊂ E⊥1 be a neighborhood of 0 in the common
domain of expŷ and of expŷk for all k. Fix k and consider the following analytic condition
on v ∈ U :

ωexpŷk
(v)

(
Dv expŷk(E⊥1 )

)
⊂ E⊥1 + u+ + RtE1I

This condition is satisfied by v in a neighborhood of 0 in U , by proposition 6.9 because
π(ŷk) is in the open set ΩF , together with the integrability of D̂` inR given by proposition
6.10. Thus the above containment holds for all v ∈ U .

With k and v ∈ U fixed, consider the path expŷk(tv) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. The set ΩF =
ΩW ∩ Ωf is open and dense with analytic complement, because each of ΩW and Ωf are
(see Step 1 and proposition 2.3). The projection π ◦ expŷk(tv) is in ΩF for t < ε for some
ε > 0, and therefore, it is in ΩF for all but finitely-many t in [0, 1]. Then by proposition
6.9, expŷk(tv) ∈ R for all but finitely-many t. We conclude that expŷk(v) is in the closure
R for all v ∈ U and all k.

Now fix v ∈ U and take the limit of the subspaces ωexpŷk
(v)

(
Dv expŷk(E⊥1 )

)
as k →∞.

By continuity of the expression in ŷ, we also have

ωexpŷ(v)

(
Dv expŷ(E

⊥
1 )
)
⊂ E⊥1 + u+ + RtE1I ∀ v ∈ U

From the previous paragraph, expŷ(U) is contained in R. The fact from the proof of
proposition 6.10 that κ(R) ⊆ V+

Ric + U+ extends to R. The remainder of the proof of
proposition 6.10 also extends, to yield integrability of the distributions ω−1(E⊥1 + u+ +
RtE1I) and ω−1(E⊥1 + q) on (the appropriate saturations of) expŷ(U); moreover, for
either distribution, expŷ(U) is contained in an integral leaf. �

6.3. Extension of leaves to isotropic limit orbits. In this section we verify that R—
and therefore F—extends over closed, isotropic orbits; in particular, it extends over orbits
of accumulation points for ACL holonomy sequences of mixed type. Recall from the proof
of proposition 6.2 that if the isotropy at a point with closed, isotropic H-orbit contains
a subgroup of hyperbolic elements, then the isotropy is of balanced type. By proposition
4.1, we can assume that this isotropy contains no hyperblic elements. Assuming H
noncompact, the isotropy along every closed, isotropic orbit contains unipotent elements.

Proposition 6.12. Let y ∈ M have closed, isotropic H-orbit, and suppose that, with
respect to ŷ ∈ π−1(y), the isotropy Ŝy contains a unipotent subgroup in eu+ . Then
Re = R∪H.ŷ.Q ⊆ R.

Proof. Let Y ∈ l with Y (y) 6= 0. Let X ∈ h with X(y) = 0 and unipotent isotropy with
respect to ŷ. We will denote ωŷ(Y ) = Ŷ∗ and ωŷ(X) = X̂∗.

Let zk ∈ ΩF converge to y. By propositions 6.2 and 6.7, Dzk contains Y (zk) for all
k. Then for any sequence vk ∈ D⊥zk , we have vk ∈ Y (zk)

⊥. Since Y (zk) → Y (y), with
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the limit isotropic and nonzero, D⊥zk → RY (y) and thus Dzk → Y (y)⊥. The unipotent
isotropy ωŷ(X) ∈ u+ has unique isotropic fixed vector E1 (up to a nonzero scalar). Since
[X,Y ] = 0, the vector Y (y) must correspond in the frame y′ = π̂(ŷ) to a nonzero multiple
of E1. It follows that R

′e = R′ ∪H.y′.Q0 is a continuous extension over ΩF ∪H.y.
Now let ẑk ∈ R with π̂(ẑk) = z′k → y′ in R′e. GivenWk, Zk ∈ h, denote Ŵk = ωẑk(Wk)

and Ẑk = ωẑk(Zk). There exists τk ∈ P+ such that ẑkτ−1
k → ŷ, and by adjusting {ẑk} if

necessary, we may assume ln τk = ξk ∈ RtEnI, a subspace of p+ complementary to q1 (it
is the root space gα−β). The goal is to show that lim ξk = 0.

Recall that Ŷ (−1)
k tends to a nonzero element of RE1 and X̂(−1)

k is linearly independent
from it and tends to 0. The following limit exists:

(Ŷ∗)
(0)
a = lim

(
Ŷ

(0)
k +

[
ξk, Ŷ

(−1)
k

])
a

Let Ak = (Ŷk)
(0)
a and Bk =

[
ξk, (Ŷk)

(−1)
β−α

]
∈ a. Since Ŷ∗ commutes with X̂∗, a nonzero

element of u+, its a-component is in the kernel of β — that is, lim(β(Ak) + β(Bk)) = 0.
Recall that h is everywhere tangent to R and has projection to TM in D, it follows that
h(x̂) ⊂ D̂ for all x̂ ∈ R. Since ẑk ∈ R, the components Ŷ (1)

k ∈ q1 for all k, so (Ŷk)
(1)
α−β = 0

for all k. Then

(Ŷ∗)
(1)
α−β = lim

(
Ad τk(Ŷk)

)(1)

α−β

= lim

(
[ξk, Ak] +

[
ξk
2
, Bk

])
= lim

(
(β − α)(Ak +

1

2
Bk)

)
· ξk

= − limα(Ak) · ξk
since (α + β)(Bk) ≡ 0 and [ξk,m] = 0. On the other hand, since Ŷ∗ commutes with
X̂∗, and, for ξ 6= 0 in gα−β , the map ad ξ : gβ → gα is an isomorphism, Ŷ (1)

∗ is also
in q1. Thus if ξk does not converge to 0, then, up to extraction, limα(Ak) = 0 and
α
(

(Ŷ∗)
(0)
a

)
= limα(Bk), which exists and is moreover nonzero (recall lim(Ŷk)

(−1)
β−α 6= 0).

In order to reach the desired conclusion that lim ξk = 0, it remains to derive a contra-
diction from the condition α(Ŷ∗)

(0)
a 6= 0. Since ωŷ(Y ) has the form required by lemma

6.13, Y is timelike for a metric in the conformal class at a point arbitrarily close to y.
Then it is timelike on an open set with y in its closure. This contradicts propositions 6.2
and 6.7, which say that inside the open, dense set Ωf , the values of Y are always tangent
to the approximately stable distribution, which is degenerate. �

Lemma 6.13. Let Y ∈ h and ẑ ∈ M̂ . Suppose that ωẑ(Y ) = E1 + A + B + η, where
A ∈ (a ∩ kerβ)\{0}; B ∈ q0 with [B,E1] = 0; and η ∈ q1. Let γ(t) = π ◦ expẑ(tEn).
Then there is ε 6= 0 such that Y (γ(ε)) is timelike.

Proof. We will compute the first-order Taylor approximation in t for 〈Y, Y 〉γ(t) with
respect to a metric along γ in the conformal class. Let Ên = ω−1(En), and write
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γ̂(t) = expẑ(tEn) = ϕt
Ên
.ẑ. Because LY ω(Ên) = 0, formula (9) gives

Ωγ̂(t)(Y, Ên) = − Ên.ω(Y )
∣∣∣
γ̂(t)

+ [ωγ̂(t)(Y ), En]

Then
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
0

ωγ̂(t)(Y ) = [E1 +A+B + η,En]− κẑ(E1, En) ≡ aEn + VB mod p

where a 6= 0 and VB ∈ E⊥1 ∩ E⊥n . We are interested in the components on g−1:

ω
(−1)
γ̂(t) (Y ) = E1 + t(aEn + VB +R(t)) lim

t→0
R(t) = 0

Denote Q = Q1,n−1 and 〈 , 〉 the corresponding inner product on g−1. This inner product
together with the path γ̂ determine a metric along γ in the conformal class with

〈Y, Y 〉γ(t) = Q(ω
(−1)
γ̂(t) (Y ))

= 2at+ 2t〈E1, R(t)〉+ t2Q(aEn + VB +R(t))

This number is negative for sufficiently small t of the opposite sign from a. �

Remark 6.14. The proof of proposition 6.12 shows that for any sequence zk ∈ ΩF con-
verging to y, there are lifts ẑk ∈ R converging to ŷ. Moreover, given a continuous path γ
in ΩF converging to y, there is a continuous lift γ̂ to R converging to ŷ, when ŷ satisfies
the hypotheses of proposition 6.12.

We now show that all orbits in ΩF are degenerate.

Proposition 6.15. Let ŷ ∈ R, and suppose X ∈ stabh(y) has linear, unipotent isotropy
with respect to ŷ. The vector field X is isotropic in a neighborhood of y in L = π◦expŷ(U),
for U a suitable neighborhood of 0 in E⊥1 .

Proof. Let V ⊂ g−1
∼= R1,n−1 be a neighborhood of 0 in the domain of expŷ, and denote

N̂ = expŷ(V). The saturation N̂ .G0 ⊂ M̂ determines a Weyl connection ∇ on N = π(N̂)

(see definition 5.1.2 of [ČS09]). It is given by ω(0) restricted to N̂ .G0, which is a g0-valued
principal connection (see proposition 5.1.2 of [ČS09]). Let U ⊂ V be as in proposition
6.11; now L̂ = expŷ(U) ⊂ N̂ is contained in an integral leaf of ω−1(E⊥1 + u+ + RtE1I).
Here the restriction of ω(0) has values in u+; therefore, the restriction of ∇ to L = π(L̂)
has holonomy in U+. It follows that L is totally geodesic and carries a parallel, isotropic
vector field E = π∗ ω|−1

L̂ (E1).

For v ∈ V, let γ̂v(t) = expŷ(tv) and note that γ̂v(t) ∈ N̂ for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Since ω(0)

vanishes on γ̂′v, the projection γv = π ◦ γ̂v is a ∇-geodesic. Therefore, under the isomor-
phism π∗ ◦ω−1

ŷ : g−1 → TyM , the exponential map of ∇, restricted to a neighborhood of
0, corresponds to π ◦ expŷ

∣∣
V .

Denote X̂ ∈ ŝy ∩ u+ the isotropy of X with respect to ŷ. Because X̂ preserves the
complementary subspace g−1 to p in g, the action of X̂ on V ⊂ g−1 is equivalent via
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π ◦ expŷ to the action of X on N . As the former action is linear,

X(γv(t)) = (π ◦ expŷ)∗tvX̂(tv) = (π ◦ expŷ)∗tv(tX̂.v)

is a Jacobi field along γv for any v ∈ V (see, for example, [dC92, Cor 5.2.5]).

Now let v ∈ U and denote J(t) = X(γv(t)). Of course, J(0) = 0. As X̂.v ∈ RE1, the
first derivative J ′(0) = c0E(y) for some c0 ∈ R. Denote by R the curvature tensor of ∇.
In the linear frames determined by ωγ̂v(t), it corresponds to(

dω(0) +
1

2
[ω(0), ω(0)]

)
γ̂v(t)

= Ω
(0)
γ̂v(t) − [ω(−1), ω(1)]γ̂v(t)

Since γ̂v(t) ∈ L̂ for all t, the vector fields E and γ′v along γv lift to ω−1(E1) and γ̂′v,
respectively. Restricted to L̂, the values of ω(1) are in RtE1I, which annihilates E1 and
v. The term

Ω
(0)
γ̂v(t)(ω

−1(E1), γ̂′v) = κγ̂v(t)(E1, v)

where κ = κ(0) corresponds to the Weyl curvature of ω. From κ]γ̂v(t) ∈ V+
Ric, we see

that κγ̂v(t)(E1, v) = 0 for all t. It follows that Rγv(t)(E, γ
′
v) = 0 for all t. Therefore

J(t) = tc0E is the unique solution of the Jacobi equation along γv with the given initial
conditions. We conclude that X is isotropic along γv. Since v was an arbitrary element
of U , the proposition follows. �

Corollary 6.16. Let x ∈ ΩF and let y ∈ H.x have isotropic orbit with unipotent isotropy
generated by X ∈ h. Then X is isotropic in the leaf Lx.

Proof. By theorem 2.2, there are paths connecting y to points of H.x in a neighborhood
of y, which are contained in H.x for all positive time. Such a path γ is contained in the
leaf Lx of the foliation F for positive time.

LetRe be the extension ofR over H.y given by proposition 6.11. There is a continuous
lift γ̂ of γ to Re beginning at ŷ (see remark 6.14). The leaves of the extended foliation of
Re tangent to D̂ are exponentials of E⊥1 +q, by proposition 6.11. There is a neighborhood
V of 0 in E⊥1 + q such that expγ̂(t) is defined on V for all t; as in the proof of proposition
6.11, expγ̂(t)(V) ⊂ R for all t. As t → 0, the plaques L̂t = expγ̂(t)(V) converge to the
plaque expŷ(V). On the other hand, L̂t are in the same leaf for all t > 0, so L̂t ∩ L̂t′ is
open in each for every t, t′ > 0. The sizes of these intersections are bounded below, in the
sense that exp−1

ŷ (L̂t∩L̂t′) ⊂ g projected to V contains a ball around 0 of radius bounded
below independently of t, t′, provided both are sufficiently small. Thus the intersection
of L̂t with L̂0 is also open in each and contains ŷ for sufficiently small t.

Let L be given by proposition 6.15. The projection π(L̂t) is relatively open in Lx for
all t, and π(L̂0) is an open neighborhood of y in L, so Lx ∩ L is nonempty and open in
each. By proposition 6.15, X is isotropic in this intersection. The property extends along
paths α in Lx by covering them with foliated charts and using the fact that the plaque
of Lx containing α is Cω inside each such chart. Then X is isotropic in all Lx. �
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6.4. Too many closed isotropic orbits — contradiction. Note that isotropic orbits
are necessarily 1-dimensional and by proposition 5.9 necessarily closed. Points in ΩF can
accumulate on the same isotropic orbit only if they are in the same leaf, because, as was
seen in proposition 6.12 and the proof of corollary 6.16 above, the foliation F extends
uniquely over such isotropic orbits. We first verify that there are infinitely-many distinct
such leaves, giving rise to infinitely-many distinct closed, isotropic orbits.

Although all holonomy sequences of mixed type correspond to isotropic orbits in the
limit, and there are infinitely-many such holonomy sequences by condition (1), it does
not directly follow that there are infinitely-many isotropic orbits, because these holonomy
sequences may not be pointwise. Instead, we make use of the following functions: fix a
basis {X1, . . . , Xd} of h and a metric g in the given conformal class on M , and define the
Cω function

ϕ(x) =
∑
i

gx(Xi, Xi) x ∈M

Note that, because there are noH-orbits inM on which the restriction of g has Lorentzian
signature, ϕ(x) = 0 if and only if H.x is isotropic (and therefore 1-dimensional and
closed). Moreover, there is C > 0 such that ϕ ≤ C. Next, define an H-invariant function

χ(x) = min{ϕ(y) : y ∈ H.x}
It follows from continuity of ϕ that χ is upper semicontinuous. Then the sets Sn =
χ−1([1/n,C]), n ∈ N are closed. If one of them has nonempty interior, then it contains
anH-invariant nonempty open set, and ϕ−n/2volg, where n = dimM , restricts to a finite,
H-invariant volume here. We may assume by proposition 2.5 that this is not the case.
Then ∪nSn has dense complement by the Baire Category Theorem; this complement is
S0 = χ−1(0).

Because ΩF is open and dense, there is a dense set

I = {x ∈ ΩF : H.x contains an isotropic orbit}
If I meets only finitely-many leaves of F , then there is a leaf L with closure containing
a nonempty open set and an isotropic orbit H.y. The noncompact isotropy at y is lin-
earizable and unipotent (see the discussion at the beginning of section 6.3). If X ∈ h has
such unipotent isotropy at y, then by corollary 6.16, X is isotropic in L. By analyticity,
X is isotropic in all M , which leads to a contradiction via [Fra07] and Proposition B, as
in the proof of proposition 4.1. Thus I meets infinitely-many distinct leaves of F .

The closures of these distinct leaves in turn contain infinitely-many distinct isotropic
orbits. The union Σ of isotropic H-orbits equals ϕ−1(0), which is an analytic set. Thus
there is a Cω path α with image contained in Σ for all time −ε < t < ε, passing through
the closures of at least two distinct leaves. Let t1, t2 ∈ (−ε, ε) such that α(t1) ∈ L1 and
α(t2) ∈ L2 with L1 6= L2.

We will construct a Cω lift of α to R. First, since h(α(t)) is an isotropic line for all t,
there is a Cω lift α′ of α to M ′ = M̂/P+ such that h(α(t)) corresponds to RE1 in the
conformal frame given by α′(t). The path α′ has image in R′.

Next let α̃ be any Cω lift of α′ to M̂ . Because the isotropy with respect to α̃(t)
stabilizes RE1, we have ωα̃(t)(h) ⊂ RE1 + q0 modulo p+. As the isotropy at each α(t)
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contains nontrivial linearizable, unipotent subgroups, there is a Cω path u(t) ∈ u+ such
that u(t) ∈ ωα̃(t)(h) modulo p+ for all t. Moreover, each u(t) has a unique lift ũ(t) to
ωα̃(t)(h), which is conjugate in P into u+, again by linearizability of the isotropy. The
component ũ(t)(1) is in the image of adu(t) for all t (see the proof of proposition 5.2).
A Cω section of the action u+ × p+ → p+ over u(t) gives a Cω path ξ(t) ∈ p+ such that
[ξ(t), ũ(t)] = ũ(t)(1). Using ξ(t), we can modify α̃ to a Cω path α̂(t) such that ωα̂(t)(h)
contains a nontrivial element of u+ for all t.

Proposition 6.12 implies α̂(t) ∈ R for each t. By proposition 6.11, there is a neighbor-
hood U of 0 in E⊥1 such that expα̂(t)(U) is contained in an integral leaf L̂t of ω−1(E⊥1 +q)

for all t. The projections π(L̂t) have relatively open intersections with Lt, so L̂t1 6= L̂t2 .
If ω(−1)(α̂′(t)) ∈ E⊥1 , then ω(α̂′(t)) ∈ E⊥1 + q. If this happens for infinitely-many t, then
it holds for all t ∈ (−ε, ε), and α̂(t) is contained in a single integral leaf of ω−1(E⊥1 + q),
a contradiction. Thus ω(−1)(α̂′(t)) /∈ E⊥1 for all but at most finitely-many t.

Let t0 be such that ω(−1)(α̂′(t0)) /∈ E⊥1 , and let X ∈ stabh(α(t0)) have isotropy X̂ ∈ u+

with respect to α̂(t0). As in the proof of lemma 6.13, we will compute the first-order
Taylor approximation in t at t0 of 〈X,X〉α(t) with respect to the metric in the conformal
class along α determined by α̂. Because LXω(α̂′) = 0, formula (9) gives

Ωα̂(t)(X, α̂
′) = −α̂′.ω(X) + [X̂, ω(α̂′)]α̂(t)

The left-hand side vanishes at t = t0, so
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t0

ωα̂(t)(X) = [X̂, ω(α̂′(t0))] ≡ [X̂, ω(−1)(α̂′(t0))] mod p

Since ω(−1)(α̂′(t0)) is transverse to E⊥1 , the bracket on the right-hand side has the form
VB + aE1 for a nonzero vector VB in the spacelike subspace E⊥1 ∩ E⊥n , and a ∈ R. Now

ω
(−1)
α̂(t) (X) = (t− t0)(VB + aE1 +R(t)) lim

t→t0
R(t) = 0

Then, with respect to the metric along α determined by α̂,

〈X,X〉α(t) = Q(ω
(−1)
α̂(t) (X))

= (t− t0)2 (Q(VB) + 〈VB + aE1, R(t)〉+Q(R(t)))

This quantity is positive for t sufficiently close to t0 because Q(VB) is positive. This
result contradicts the condition that the H-orbits of α(t) are isotropic for all t.
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